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officer at any time, and any employer or
employee can also inspect any of these
books with reference to any matter in
which he has been himself concerned.
After a thiri- conviction in one year a
license can be cancelled. Clause 17 is the
one that strikes at the root of the evil,
lbecause it provides a penalty if ally
adves-tisemnents are published wvhich) are
inaccurate and mnisleadin That has been
one of the great troubles people hare had
to put up with in this business. I beg to
move that the Bill be read at second time.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a, second time.

AUCTIONEERS ACT A'MENDMENT BILL.
Introduced by H-ONs. A. H. HENNVING,1

and read a first time.

POLICE ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Introduced by HoN.' A. B. KInsoN for

H~on. R. S. Haynes. arnd read a first
time.

ADJOURNMENT.
The Council adjourned at fl4.5 p.m.

until the next clay.

WednesdAy, 18t December. IRP7.

Papers vresenfed-~Qlestion: Acne toutnc or arrar of
maincig rents withouit fines-Question: Excursion
railway rates to goldfields dining bolidas-
3 estion; Storage of gunpowder us a gol-

caition: Publication of import and export
statistics-Motion: FPrs is Admsinistrution of
Stock Diseases Act.-Motion: Propoe runway
froms Great Boulder to Bthog-Motion Psnps
boring for subterranean deposits of aluial gold-
Motion Womaen's Suffrage;division negatived)-
Underground Surveyors Bill: firstreading-
Motion:i Legislation re Mining on Private Property-
-mtported Labur Registry Bill : thini readsng-
Adj.ournent.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 4-30
o'clock, p.m.

PRAY 515.

QUESTION-ACCEPTANCE OF ARREARS
OF MlINING3 RENTS WITHOUT FINES.
MR. A. FORREST, for Mr. Lyall

Hall, in accordance with notice, asked the
Premier:-(i.) Whether it was a fact
that the Mines Department was nlow
accepting all arrears of rent due on gold
mining leases without the usual flue. (2.)
If such wvere the case, whether the
Minister of Mines intended to refund the
amnouut of such fines to those lease-owners
who, since the first of March last. hadl
paid their rents with fines added.

THE PREMIER (Right Hou. Sir J.
Forrest): (r.) No; with exception of
leases approved under old Act, in which
case no flue is provided for. (2.)
Answered by No. 1. The fives imposed
are in accordance with the Act-1O per
cent, during February, 16 per cent, during
March, rents being receivable to 91st

IJanuary without fine.

QUESTION -EXCURSION RAILWAY
RAPES '10 GOLD)FIETLDS DURING
HOLIDAYS.

MR. VOSPER. in accordance with
notice, asked the Commissioner of Rail-
ways :-( i.) Why no excursion tickets
were issued to convey passengers from
Perth to the goldfields, as well as from
the goldfields to Perth. (2.) Whether
it was his intention to grant the coastal
population facilities for visiting the gold-
fields towns during the coming holiday
season.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS (Hon. F. H. Piesse) replied -

iTickets at, special low fares are issued
to residents of the goldfields to enable
them to visit the cooler parts of the
colony during the exemption period. It
is not considered necessary to issue
similar tickets from the seaport towns to
the goldfields. z. Yes; holiday excur-
i on tickets will be issued to and from all
stations during the coming holiday season.
The tickets would begin about the 20th

of December.

QUESTIONT-USE OF FREMANTLE GAOL
FOR STORAGE OF EXPLOSIVES.

ME. VOSPEE, in accordance with
notice, asked the Colonial Treasurer:

i.Whether hie was aware that part of
Her Majesty's Gaol at Fremnantle was
being used as a magazine for explosives.
2. Whether it was a fact that there were
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or recently had been three cases of dyna-
mite and six kegs of blasting powder
stored in a lumbher room beneath the
prison hospital. 3. Whether, if this were
correct, it would not be more conducive
to the healthi of the patients and the
safety of Fremantle if such explosives
were stored elsewhere. 4. Whether the
storage of explosives in Her Majesty's
gaols, and in other Government estab-
lishiments. came under the same regu-
lations as does suich storage in private
magazines. 3. If not, why not?

THE PREMIER (Right Hon. Sir J.
Forrest) replied:-'i. I have been informed
to-day. for the first time, that such is the
case. 2. Yes. 3. The vault, specially
constructed for the purpose, has been, so
I ami informed, used for a magazine for
over 20 years; but the practice will be
discontinued. 4. Yes.

QUES'PION-PDBLICATION OF IMPORT
AND EXPORT STATISTICS.

MR. VOSPE.R, in accordance with
notice, asked the Colonial1 Treasurer: --

i.Whether the complete statistics show-
ing the imports, exports, and shipping
of the colony for the year 1896 were
issued by the Custom House some six
months ago or thereabouts. 2. Whether
the samte were forwarded to the Govern-
mneat Printer for publication about the
period mentioned. 3. If so, why the
publication of the said statistics had been
so long delayed. 4. Whether there was
any reason to hope that the said statistics
would make their appearance shortly.

Tan PREMIER (Eight Hon. Sir J1.
Forrest) replied-i. Yes. 2. Yes. 3.
Shortness of ty-pe and materials. 4. Yes;
the type and materials having now arrived .

MOTION-PAPERS RE ADMINI STRA-
TION OF STOCK DLSEASES ACT.

MR. LEAKE, in accordance with notice,
moved " That all papers relating to the
administration of the Stock Diseases
Act, 189.5, in the East Kimnberley Dis-
trict, including, inter alia, instructions
to inspectors and inspectors' reports,
be laid on the table of the House."
He said that certain replies had been
given, on the previous day, to questions
he had put in the House with regard to
the administration of the Stock Diseases
Act in the East Kimnberlev district.

There had been much correspondence in
the newspapers regarding the introdite-
tion of tick in the East Kimberley
district, and the Government had ob-
tained certain reports, though these were
not made public. It would be to the
interest of all parties that these reports
should be laid before this House, showing
the advice given and the steps taken for
dealing with tick. He had, unfortu-
nately. made a mistake, on the previous
day, in putting a question to the Aftor-
ney General as to the validity of a
particular Order in Council dated the
3rd November last. It had occurred to
him that the order was bad. and if the
hon. and learned gentleman would favour
the House with his opinion it would be
an advantage, though such opinion could
not be demanded. The reply would
assist him (Mr. Leake) in the researches
he proposed to make in this direction.
It would appear that the Stock Di-
seases Act of 1895 provided for the
total prohibition of stock in certain events.
Stock were prohibited from coming
across the border into the East Kim-
berley district by anl Order in Council made
in January; but, notwithstanding that
order, stock had come in. and an order
was subsequently made approving prac-
tically of the entry of this stock into the
colony. In short, that order was
retrospective in effect, and evidently
framed with that intention. The section
of the Act under which the order was
promulgated authorised the Governor, if
he thought fit, to exempt from the
operations of the statute any stock which
he might describe by a generic or a
particular description. Then the order
went on in pursuance of that power to
describe the stock. The point he took,
and the point on which he wanted the
Attorney General to advise them, was
whether the stock described in the order
was given in either a generic or a particui-
lar description. He said the description
was not a generic or a particular
one within the meaning of the
Act, Sections 2 and 5. A generic
description would be one something of
this kind: Exempt from the operations
of the statute, all homed stock, or horses,
or sheep. It was not a particular
description to describe, as was dlone in the
order, cattle in these words :" a herd of
900 fat cattle depasturing near the border
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of the colony and inspected." To be
particular, they should be defined. By
this so-called particular description he
defied anyone, whether a member of the
House or an inspector of stock, to go and
collect these 900 cattle. These cattle
which were admitted should have been
particularly defined; their ownership,
whence they came, where they' vere going,
their brands, ages, and sexes. That would
be a particularisation; but in the Order
in Council the cattle had oily been
generalised. and, in that regard, lie sub-
mitted the order was a bad one. In
moving for these papers he wanted all the
official correspondence and reports whicli
led up to the order and the publication.
He was. asking for what was fair, and he
was giving lion. members his reasons
for the motion. He asked for the sup-
port of hion, members in passing the
motion.

THE PREMIER (Right Hon. Sir J.
Forrest) said he had not the slightest
objection to supply the particulars re-
quired by the hion. member. There was
nothing in regard to the Stock Diseases
A~ct of this colon~y which should not see
the light of day. Hie would have very
much pleasure in complying ui4th the re-
quest of the lion. member. The validity
of the Order in Council, as far as lie was
concerned, he was perfectly satisfied with.
It had the approval of the law officers,
and that was quite enough, as far as the
Government were concerned; and lie was
sure the Attorney General would tell the
House that, in his opinion-of course,
the Attorney General might be wrong;
everybody was liable to err-but the
Attorney General would tell the House
that the order was quite valid. Theqcues-
tion was an important and a serious one in
regard to the tick disease in the Kiniberley
district, but he was not a alarmnist; he
never had been, and he was never likely
to be. He had not yet had evidence
placed before him. that there had been
any mortalitv.-at any rate, any large
mortality-in cattle in the Kinberley
district in consequence of the tick disease.
In the Eastern part of Australia; and in
the North-East of Queensland, there was a
great mortality amongst cattle, but he (the
Premier) was not satisfied at all that the
conditions existingthere ex-istedon. our ownt
North-Western coast. He had travelled
over the country himself, and hie had

some knowledge of its character, and one
of the things that struck him most in
travelling in the East and West Kim-
berley districts of the colony was the dry-
ness of the climate. One would notkno~w
in the dry winter months that he was not
downi on the Gascoyne. From the

icharacter of the country it was impossible
to say that one was in thie tropics, and in
15 or 16 south latitude. One would im-
agine that he was more likely in 25 south
latituide. He was inclined to think that
the conditions existing in North-Eastern
Australia would not be found toexist in the
territory of Western Australia. Those
who had not been to the Kimberley dis-
trict, and who were not familiar with it,
might be informed that there was very'
little tropical country in Western Aus-
tralia, with the exception of suchi places
as King's Souind and Cambridge Gulf,
and a few spots on the eastern shore of
King's Sound. He had seen spots in thie

1Kfimberley district that actually ga&ve iio
idea that they were in tropical Australia.
Of course there was rich, dense, tropical
vegetation along the Fitzroy, and Ord

*Rivers; but, whet-ever there was this dry
country-not at allI moist, and having none

*of the conditions of moisture which were
prevalent in the,' eastern part of Australia

*-he did not think that the tick disease
would thrive. He had not heard of any
great mortality fromt the tick disease,
such as they had heard of in the North-
Eastern part of Australia. He hoped his
opinion might bc correct; and, if it was,
the Government might be able to deal
with the tick question in such a way
as to prevent its being disaistrouis to)
the colony and those interested in stock.
He was not at all satisfied, and lie might
take steps to satisfy himuself and the
people of the colony that, if the ticks
were introduced into this part of the con-
tinent, they would prove as disastrous
as they had proved in the North-East
of Queensland. 'He thought they might
make experiments with the tick. They,
had plenty of means of doing it without.
any danger. They could take a few
healthy beasts, put them on an island,
such as Rottnest or some other place,
and feed them well, and then see what
effect the tick would have on them. The
people of this colony mnust not run away
with the idea that, because in North-
Eastern Queensland, on the low-ly-ing

[ASSEMBLY.] motion forpapers.
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lands, where there was rich tropical
vegetation and the tick flourished. there-
fore the same result would take place
in this part of the continent. He had
had some conversation lately with
persons who had Some knowledge of
science, and these views hie had ex-
pressed had licen supported by those
gentlemen. In regard to the introduc-
tion of these 900 head of cattle, the re-ports which the Government received
showed that the Cattle were fat and fit for
slaughter. They were rep~orted to 'have
come from clean parts. where there was
no tick,_ and that they were absolutely
free from disease. It was also reportedl
that there was no more danger iii im-
porting the cattle into the southern parts
of the colony than there had been in
importing- other mobs of cattle which
came from Sturt Creek. through the
East Kimuberley district, and had been
sent dIown here. In these conditions,
being satisfied by the reports that these
cattle were cleani and fat :that they
never had disease; that they vwere not
diseased then, he was determined not to
let the Act stand in the way of the intro-
duction of thenm. He was also confronted
with the fact that, at the time, meat was
scarce, It was very dear here, and it
might have been said that he was pre-
venting the introduction of cattle, acting
iii consort with people to keep uip
the high price of meat, if lie had pre-
vented the introduction of the cattle.
Being satisfied as to the cleanliness of the
cattle, hie took upon himself the
responsibility, with the advice of his col-
leagues, of letting thenm come in. Four
hundred of these cattle had come in, and
had gone into consumption. He believed
they had been eaten by this time. Two
hundred, he believed, went to Coolgardie.
and had gone into consumption there, and
lie had not heard of any disaster occurring
through them. These were the reasons
which had actuated the Government in
the action they had taken. If the Go-
vernment, had erred, they had erred with
the best intentions. It had not beetn
pr-oved to him that these cattle had been
the means of introducing disease.

A MEMBER: Some of these cattle were
at Northami now.

THE PREMIER: They could not be
at Northam. They had all gone into con-
sunmption. His object in rising was to

try and impress upon hon. members not
to be afraid of this tick, or to thin), that
the colony would be ruined because a few
ticks had been found in the northern
parts of the colony. They would have toIbe satisfied that the tick disease conduiced
to mortality in that district. That had
to be proved, and it had to be proved that
the tick would be disastrous to stock in
the North. All these things had to be
found out, and they could be found out
iby making experiments.

MR. LEAKS : The ticks would have to
be brought to Perth.

THE PREMIER: The ticks could be
b~routghitdown and expet-iniented with here.
He had been pleased to be able to make
these remarks about this disearse.'
be. LEAKE (Albanry) said he would
bsorry tothink that the right hon.

gentleman did not deserve his thanks
for acceding to the principle of hris motion.
He thanked the Premier for telling
the House that lie would give uIS those
papers; and he only asked hint to let us
have them as soon as possible. He was
much obliged to the Government for
having acceded to the request.

Mn. A. FORREST (West Kimberley),
before the motion was passed, would
like to say he was sorry to find that
the Premier intended to experiment down
here. He should experiment in the in-
fested country itself.

THE PRnnnnu: We Will do0 that too.
MRt. A. FORREST. as a large cattle-

holder, hoped they would confine them-
selves to experimenting on the spot, and
not bring the stock here. No one wished
to debar our cattle f ront coining into our
own markets; but wye must experiment
somewhere outside the limits of our large

Itowns.
THE PREMIER : I said on an island.
ME. A. FORREST: We could not

afford tortun any risks, He did not think
the cattle-owners in the Southern districts
would like to run any risks whatever, Hie
was told that the cattle introduced were
consigned to a firm of butchers in Nor-
tham, and were intended for the Cool-
gardie market. It was a tremendous risk
to run. He was sorry indeed that the
cattle in that district had met with this
mishap ; for, as we knew, they were much
cheaper than those we could get in the
other colonies, and our own people got
the benefit of the sales. But he certainly

Stock Diseases Act: [I DECEMBER, 1897.]
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was opposed to any experiments
tried in these parts of the colony.

Question pit and passed.

being

MOTION-PROPOSED RAILWAY FROM
GREAT BOULDER TO EULONG.

MR. VOSPER (North-East Cool-
gardie), in accordanlce with notice, moved:
"That in thme opinion of this House it is

desirable that the railway system of the
colony should be extended by the con-
struction of a line froni Great Boulder
to Bulong." He said: In bringing this
motion before the House, I wish it tob
clearly understood that the object I have
in view is more to advertise the case
mentioned in the motion than to try to
force the hand of the Government. I
have no intention of that kind. I uder-
stand that the funds of the colony have
been already allocated to other purposes,
and that the chances of getting this rail-
way immediately, as the result of this
motioni, are very' remote indeed. How-
ever, it is my duty, in view of the fact
that meetings have been held in the dis-
trict from which resolutions ]lave been
transmitted to mse asking me to bring this
matter tinder the notice of the House, to
do so as soon as possible, with a view of
inducing the Government to consider the
subject at the earliest opportunity. I
would say, first of all, that the size of the
district. or rather of the electorate, is
about 30,000 square miles; and the
population consists of some 8,000 per-
sonls. The gold yield of that district
has certainly been very large. It is
impossible to arrive at any definite
figures concerning it, because it is only
during the Last few months that we
have had the returns regularly tabu-
lated by the department, mid even now
there -are very large alluvial yields which,
in all probabilit 'y, do not figure in any
export returns, and certainly not in any
export returns for North-East Coolgardie
in particular. In the town of Buibong, to
which it is proposed to construct this line,
the crushings are set down by the Depart-
ment of Mines as bieing .54Sozs. up to the
beginning of 1897; whereas in the first
six months of 1897 the yield is set down
at -3,629ozs., 1)oth returns being exclusive
of alluvial. This, I think, is sufficient to
indicate that the town is in a flourishing
condition, comparatively speaking;. that
the goldl is there, and that it only requires

*taking out. In that district, which has
already added so milch to the wealth oif
the colony, the total length of the lines
now in course of construction amounts to
only about 40 miles. Out of these, a
length of at least 28 miles is part of the
railway to Menzies. As regards the
electorate itself, it has only one line, of
albout 1-2 miles, which (an be regarded as
constructed directly for its benefit. Now,
it c-an hlardly be denied that the district,
and the whole colony generally, would be
greatly benefited by' sucht a large area
being opened up by a railway. My pro-
posal, if carried out, would have the effect
of serving directly the gold mining leases
at the Corsair-a few miles out of Kal-
goorlie-at Ballagundi, and at Bulong,
and of serving indirectly the important
centres of Mt. Monger, Taurus, Bulong,
the Lakes, and Kiirnalpi. At Bulong
itself, there are over 160 mining leases,
and at least 100 more in the outside
miming centres. There are some 30 comn-
panlieS in the Bulong district, and
about 10 others in the outside districts.
The nominal capital, so far as is ascertain-
able, amounts to about £1,400,000. The
quantity of machinery on this goldfleld is
very small; but it is already sufficient to
produce about 3,OO0ozs. per annum; and
in a letter whbich I have received from the
May&r of Bulong, Mr. Macartney, setting
forth the machinery already in the place,
he says that at the present tune only 15
head of stamps are in a condition to crush
ore; and they have, it appears, already
yielded these three to four thousand ozs.
during the past year. But there are in
course of construction about 80 head of
stamps in various Jparts of the Belong dis-
trict; anid the Mayor says that, if the
average value of the ore raised there call
be maintained, the district can tull, out
not less than 4,OO0ozs. a month.

THE PREMIER: 'Why do not they have
more stamps P

AIR. VOSPER: Mainly because a
great many' mines are without water.

THE PREMIER: Not because of tile
absence of the railway?

MR. VOSPER: Not in this particular
instance. In conclusion, I merely wish to
point out that the district generally
already supports a large population, has
a. very fair gold yield, and that it is very
probable that, as mnachinery improves and
water is struck in the various mines, the
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gold yield wvill be largely increased; and
my sole desire is to bring the subject
somewhat within the sphere of what may
be termed practical politics. I mnay say
that, whatever case can be made out for
Kanowna or Broad Arrow, an equally
good case can be mnade out for Bulong.-
The construction of a, railway, by reduc-
ing freights and the cost of living gener-
ally, would go at long way towards pro-
mnoting the advancement of the district
and of the counAtry generally. I submit
the mtotion to the House, not with any
desire of urging the Government to in-
mediate action, but to bring the m1atter
tinder the attention of the House and the

THE SPEAKER:- Before I put the
motion, I think it is desir-able I should
read to the House front May's Paria-
ineidary Practice what should be dlone
with motions of this kind. Mday says:

TLo a certain extent, evasionts are, by usaire,
permitted of the restriction imposed by the
standing orders uponl proposals for the expen.
diture of publicumoney. Bills devisi ng a large
scheme for public expoditure, accompanied
by provisions for the application of the same,
bave been brought in upon motion, the mioney
clauses being printed in italics. Iu such
cases, the principle of the Bill is discussed ,
anti, if approved on behalf of tlie Crown, the
necessary pecuniary provision is subsequently
made;* otherwise further progress of the Bill
is prevented by the refusail of the royal
recommnendation. In like inanne~r, motions
advocating public expenditure, or the in-_
position of a charge, if the motion be trained
in sufficiently abstract and general terms, can
be entertained, and agreed to by the House.
Resolutions of this nature are permnissible
because, having no operative effuct, no grant
is made or burthun imposed by their
adoption. And althoughi, on one occasion,
the Hlouse declined to receive a report fronm a
select committee which proposed compensation
for losses incurred by certain patentees,
because it had not been recommended by the
Crown, the precedent has not governed the
usage of the House regarding resolutions
agreed to by select committees advocating an
outlay of public money.
Therefore, hon. mnembers must not
think that, even if motions of this kind
are carried. the Government are under
any obligation whatever to bring forward

amotion for granting the necessary
funds required to carry out the worksq
advocated in these motions.

TusE PREMER: I should like to ask
a question, sir, not with a view of in any
way objecting to the hon. mnember's action,

Ibut in order that we should have your
ruling as to whether a mnotion of this
sort, asking the House to say that it is
desirable the railway systemi should be
extended and a railway built from the
Boulder to Bulong, is not a matter
affecting finance, and which, therefore,
should be discussed iii committee of the
whole House. in accordance with
Standing Order 861. Although that
quotation from Mayv seenms pretty clear,
still I cannot see that this resolution
is wrapped up in such a way as; not
to mean that it is desired that a railway

-should be built. It will mean, if passed.
that this House approves of a railway
keing built fromn the Boulder to Bulong.
Well, if this Rouse approves of that,
surelY hon. muembers are asking the
Governmrent to incur expenditure; and
therefore it scents to me this is a, subject
of finance which should come uinder the
361st Standing Order.

THE SPEAKER: I amn of upinion that
this is not a question which reqluires the
Rouse to g'o into committee to conlsider
it, .1 have frequently considered the
point. This is merely an abstract
motion, which does not lead to the
expendituire of money, unless the Go-
vernmient choose to bring down a mes-
sage f romn the Governor to that
effect. Theretore. I think a question ot
this kind does not necessitate the House
going into Comm"Iittee of Supply to
consider it.

TE PREMIER (Right Hon. Sir
J. Forrest) : While I of course tuflir
recognise that the lion. mnember fo~r
Noath-East Coolgardie (Mr. Vosper) is
-acting in a way that is desired by his
constituents, at the sarte time I amn
glad to know that lie does not expect
that there is any chance of the Govern-
macnt constructing this line at the present
timie; nor do I think that, when lie
cones to consider the whole mnatter, lie
himself will desire that this should be
done at present. I have explained
clearly to hon. members that there are
no funids available for this work ; that a
further authorisation of loan moneys
would be necessary; and, seeing that,
I cannot mnake mnyself believe that this
is a matter of urgency. Bulong is
situated only some 1.5 miles from the
Boulder, and, if the district is not pro-

*gr-essing as fast ats the hon. member

Railway to Butotty:
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would like, and as we wvould all desire, I
do not think it can hie said that its slow
progress is due to its being in an isolated
position. Fifteen miles is a good long
way, no doubt: but not so long ats the
distance of many other places from rail-
ways or ports. Hon. members during
this session have expressed, in the clearest
way, their opinion that the Coolgardie
water scheme is a matter of paramount
importance to the interests of the Eastern
goldields and also to the colony.

MR. ILLINOWORTH: Not as a Govern-
ment work.

TUE PREMIER: Yes; I think they'
have as a Government work. You, per-
haps, have not done so, but you are in a
very small minority of perhaps one or
two.

MR. ILLINOWORTLI: We will take
a division on the point.

THE PREMIER: If You takle a divi-
sion, you will find you are in a very small
minority ; but you wiill not do anything
of the kind. This House has de-
cided that the Coolgardie water scheme
is a mnatter of great importance, and
the Government fully recognise that
all our endeavours, and all our resources,
should be devoted to flint work; and T
strongly advise lion. membhers, whatever
part of the colony they come from,
not to triy to get moneys expended
on other works, for this must have the
effect of stopping this great undertaking.
We have enough to do in connection with
it. Great care and judgment wvill be
necessary in order to pilot that work
successfully through the difficulties sur-
rounding financial operations; and, for
my own part, I could not assent to a, new
authorisation for other works, so long as
that great work is staring us in the face.
As time goes on, and as the means of the
colony permit of it, no one will be more
glad than myself to see the railway ex-
tended to Bulong and to every other good
centre, on the goldfields. That goes with-
out saying, for it is our policy and desire
to do so. But it is impossible for us to
do so now; and even the hion. member
hiniself-wvho, I am sure, is thoroughly
in earnest in regard to the matter-will
see that I could not bring myself to ad-
vocate the expenditure of money in those
districts at the present time. I think the
object of the motion will be served by
having a discussion on this matter, during

which lion, mnembers c-an express their
views in regard to it; and then I should
certainly like to advise the hon. member to
withdraw it, in the hope that, at some
future time, means will be available for
carrying out the work. I have not yet
visited Bulong, but I hope soon to have
an opportunity of doing so; and the lion.
member may rest assured that the
Government and the House are desirous
of extending our railway system wvhoe--
ever we call profitably do so-where-
ever it will pay; and the only reason
why we are not able to do so is that
we have other works of great imipor-
tance which we are desirous of carry-
ing out. If the lion. niember follows my
suggestion lie will have attained his
object, and will save myself, and many
others in this House who al-e anxious to
help him in every' war, the annoyance of
having placed upon us the very n-
pleasant duty of voting against him. I
hope that lion. members will express
their views on the question, and thus
afford information to myself and others,
and then probably the mover of the
motion will find it in the interest of his
district alid in that of his friends to with-
draw it.

MR. MORAN (East Coolgardie): A
session or two ago, or early last session,
I mentioned this matter in the House:
and later on, the Commissioner of Rtail-
ways will remember that when the Boulder
railway was being made to the lakes we
talked the matter over. I vry heartily
support this motion, because I. know the
district as well as anybody in the colony.
I know not only Bulong and Kurnalpi,
but the very large and growing district
called the Mount Monger district, where
there are at the present time a good many
hundreds of prospectors, and several score
of mines with good prospects. Altogether
the Eulong district, as a radiating centre,
might he said to serve 2,000 people.
And it is very important to note that,
after you pass the lakes, 'you have only
about 14 miles to go to i-each Bulongi,
and there are on the road such (115-
tricts as the Golden Ridge - a pro-
maising mining centre-and the Corsair.
The most important of all, however, is
Ballaguindi, and from that to Bulong is
only four miles. Beyond Bulong we have
Taurus, a district which has batteries
erected at the present time; and further
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on again is Kurnalpi. The Mount Mon-
ger district is one I have been largely
connected with; and I know that some
large firms at homie have oue or two
mnines there now. I think miy friend Mr.
Morganis. from Coolgardie, has a very
good mine there, hrow which he is gPetting
splendid ore at the present time. My
idea is that it would not be impossible to
build the Btilong railway out of reventu
for a very small sum. I do not say
that it should be done immediately, but
some time next year. You have tr-affic
to enicourage von all along the road
from such places as the Bulong lakes,
the Corsair and Ballagundi -altogethier
about 14 miles, so that you serve a very
large (listrict by meanls of this route. I
(10 not suppose any of us unagine
there is much loan money to spend. and
I k-now that the whole of the attention
of the Government is fixed upon the
Coolgardie water schemne; but I agree
with the Premier that it is just as well
to educate the House with regard to the
possibilities and proIbaIbilities of these
iniing districts. A great deal de-

pends, however, upon these centres
themselves. If they continue to prosper
- if Bulong goes ahlead, as I believe
it will1-the necessity for a, railway
will he forced upon us ; lint I wouldl
not encourage any centre that would not
help itself until it got a railway. I think
it is wrong to sit down within 18 miles
of a railway, and wait until that railway
comes. We have a ver~y long line of reef
at Bulong, and a great many batteries
are going up. I hope that vigorous
town will go ahead, and I think they
will not be doing badly if they get a
railway in a. few moutths' time or
even in 12 months. Bullong has
turned out alluvial gold second only
to Kalgoorlie in quantity. It is my oldl
district-a place which I know very well.
and whore soine of the finest people on
the fields are to he foiund. I do not think
there are a nicer lot of people onl the gold-
fields. I hare spent many aplasant day
around that neighbourhood. and I notice
that all those who were there in the old
days are sticking to the district. Alto-
gether, I syinpathise with the hon.
mnember who introduced this motion, and
I sympathise with the Premiier; and I
want to impress upon the right liun.
gentlemian that I hope to have the plea-

sure of his comipanky at Bulong next year,
when. lie will be able to see for himself
that the developments there warrant the
expenditure of a few thousand pounds
Out of revenue for the construction of
this line. If a majority in this House
believed in1 private enlterprise,. as I do
myself inl such cases is this, I wouldd find
Et comlpanyv to-morrow to construct the
line very quickly. We could easily find,
the money to run that little bit of line
through ; and if pri vate peo ple are w illing
to do this, it is only fair to 5lLPPOSC
that there is business to be done. We
Must awaLit future developments.

Mu. A. FORREST (West Kimnberley):
Mfy sympathy is altogether with the hon,
mncmber wvho hasu introduced the motion;

it I shall feel hound to vote agrainst it
iii a division. onl the principle that no
proposals to build railways to the gold-
fields or elsewhere should be introduced
into this House until the whole question
of nailway construction throughout the
colonyV can be3 COisidered at the samne
time. There are hundreds of important
places in this country which are far miore
than 1.5 miles from the nearest railway,
That is niot a great distance for people to
cart their machinery*% or bring their goods
into tuwn. In the Northern parts of the
goldfields. north of Mfeuxies and east of
Cue, there are many% important centres
producing a, large quantity of gold, which
have to cart their umachinery, not for- 1.5

*miles, but for hundreds of miles. The
lhon. member is quite tight, however;
and if his proposal was brought on at the
proper tinie I would vote for it, for I
know Bulong. I know its surroundings,
and I know what a bad road it has ; anid.
hope that when the lieon. miember for- East
Coolgardie (Mr. Moran) takes the Premier
there, he will go in the winter when it is
raining, because inl summer von can see
for miles and Lmiles the dust that rises
along the nearly straight road that joins
Kalgoorlie to Btilong. I hope he will go
there at a time when lie will -not be liable
to be irritated by the dust storms that
come over that portion of the district. I
amn certain, however, that the hion. mema-
ber for North-East Coolgardie (M1r.
Vesper) will take the advice which has
been tendered to him, and will wvith-
draw this emotivn. We all believe in
givinig every facility to the gold~elds as
well as to every portion of the colony,
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and no one will be mnore ready than I to
support this proposal when the proper
time arrives and we hiave the mioney-it
will require another Loan Bill perhaps-
to build railways in our hack country.
The Belong railway will of course be one
of the first works to be undertaken, and
by that time it wYill have grown in import-
imce, and there will be no necessity to have
any discussion whatever uipon it. We all
know that the Government are just about
to build a railway to Kanowna. . Either
through good management or good luck
we know that railway will be sell -support-
ing from the first, though lion, members
are also aware that the railway, without
the late developments in th district,
would not have paid for axle grease, We
know very well that it does not tap any
district, but only one single spot. At the
present time I think the lion. miember c;an
do nothing better than withdraw the
motion. I should be sorry to vote against
it, because I believe the railway is
niecessary, though it is impossible to
build it at the present time. As for
the remiarks of 1ev friend tile inember
for East Coolgardie (Mr. Moran), the
idea of building railways b y private
companies is out of date in this House.
He mnay as well rest assured on that
point, because members on this side of
the House are not prepared for the
carrying out of railways by private
enterprise. No doubt asydctcol
be formed on this side of the House to
build a railway if they got the chance, but
they have not got the chance.

Ms. VOSPER (in reply) :I must say
I am extremiely gratified at the friendlyv
mianner in which myi motion has been
received by mnembers of this House, and,
in view of the ver~y kindly attitude taken
by the Premier, I shall, at the conclusion
of my few renmarks, ask leave to withdraw
the motion. I quite agree with the right
lion. gentlem-ani tha-,t my object has been
served. My excuse for bringing forward
the motion -is that the district to be
served would hie greatly improved if a
railway were constructed. I believe, as
one hon. member pointed out, that this 15
miles of line will pay from the very be-
ginning. With all due deference to the
hon. member for Wv~est Kimberley (Mfr. A.
Forrest), there is a good deal mIore to be
said of a line of 15 miles which will pay
than of a hune of 100 or 2001 miles, the

payable qualities of which are doubtful.
I thank hon. muetubers for the manner in
which they have received the motion, and
I ask the permission of time House to
witlhdraw it.

Motion, hi' leave,. wYithdratwn.

ZUIOTLON-BOR-ING IOlSUETEtANEAN

MR. VOSPER mtoved 'That in the
opinion of this House it is desirable that
the Government should undertake a
series of boring operations on the various
goldfields of the colony, with the view
to proving the existence or otherwise

1of subterranean deposits of alluvial
gold." He said: I shall not occupy
the attention of the House long in in-
troducing this inotion. It wvill be within
the recollection of hon. mnembers that
what is called a deep lead was recently
discovered at. KanowNva, and that deep
lead was discovered under curious cir-
cuinstances. In the first place there were
peculiar geological features attachin g to
the piece of country now being worked
for this alluvial gold. A shaft was sunk
four feet deep and. bottomed on alluvial
wash, and after that the party followed
the wash dlown and they found that the
washi was going away too steeply to carry
on open work. They sunk the shaft
f uither to get the wash at a greater depth,
and they found at Soft. or 40ff. a valu-
able washi. Since that time hundreds
oif shafts have been sunk in the neigh-
bourhood; in what is believed to be an old
lake bed an extremely rich alluvial wash
is being obtained. Some hion. members
could hardly credit the richness of the
alluvial unless they saw the stuff. I
know jparties of prospectors -two or
three of them-the miembers of which
wvere in almost indigent circumstances
prior to the discovery of this field,
and, for the past few weeks, they
have been bagging a thousand pounds
worth of gold per week. In addition
to tme lead being extremely rich, the
discovery has come at such a time that
it has relieved the labour market, the
strain on the local storekeepers and conse-
quently the merchants who serve them,
and it has brought the district, which
was in a languishing condition, well to
the front. It has made the railway pay,
which was doubtful before the lead was
discovered, and altogether this find has
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been of great value to the country. it
would be still more valuable if what has
occiurred at Kanowna occurred at other
centres. There are precisely the same
geological conditions to be found else-
where as occur at Kanowna, and the Gov-
ermnent should endeavour to take steps
to see what districts are affected in the
saute war as this one. On the surface at
Kanowna, excelpt at one particular spot,
there was nothing to) indicate that
there was a deep lead there, There
are large areas of country which are
precisely similar in appearance to the
country around Kanowna, where the lead
has been discovered. I do not allude to
the physiographical aspects of the country,
but to the geological aspects. There are
large areas of similar country' at Kal-
goorlie, Coolgardie, and Hannan's Lake,
and when at the Norseman some little
time ago, I sawv country that I suspect
contains deep leads carrying alluvial
gold. This find that has been made at
Kanowna is not, technically speaking, a,
deep lead: it is within 30 feet of the
surface, and is, therfore, easily worked by
the alluvial mniners. As the Government
Geologist has said, it is not a deep lead
in the true mneaning of the words. There
may be deep leads obtained there, aind
shortly after I tabled the notice of this
motion I received a. letter from. a, gentle-
man who was one of the members, of one
of the first prospecting parties which
went out to search for gold in New
South Wales, shortly after Hargreave
made the discovery there, and hie has
been working at gold-mining ever
since, and is a fair geologist ; and he,
having travelled over the greater portion
of the goidliekis of this country, has
expressed the opinion that other riclh
subterranean finds will be made. There
are portions of the Murchison and places
about Cue where it is extremnely probable
that leads of this kind will be found.
It is even more probable that leads
will be found at these places than
around Coolgardie, because there are
rather high lulls and mountains and
deep gullies at these places; and these
mountains more or less are coinposed of
auriferons rock, and the wash from these
rocks must have gone somewhere. It is
highly probable that deep leads will be
found on these goldfields, the a;cwniul-
ations of ages past. It is hard wvork for

the alluvial digger to go and search for
leads of this kind. He max' sink five or
six feet. but when it comes to a hundred
feet it is a serious matter for these
alluivial diggers. Large capitalists might
,undertake it, but they cannot get a suffi-
cient area of ground to make it worth
their while to go prospecting. I believe
it is the duty of the Governument to
undertake somne work itt this respect.
I believe the Government are possessed
of drills in the colony which have been
used ineffcctuallv in the search for artesian
water, and thes drills might be turned to
account by being used in other centres to
search for these leads. There is a drill
at Coolgardie which is not now being
used, anid it might be shifted a few hun-
dred yards and taken on to Fly Flat and
a bore pitt down there.

A. KINGSIMILL: You do not want
diamond drills for boring for deep leads.

A. VOSPER : A-nv kind of drill
that will bring a core uip will do for this
work. I do not think any great expense
would be involved, whereas it would be a
benefit to the country if wve found only
one more lead such as has been discovered
at Kanowna. It would be a vast benefit
to the country generally; it will raise the
Govermnent revenue, increase the popu-
lation, and make Western Australia
more attractive. If the Government
were to make .50 experiments and only
one were successful, that would be a vast
benefit to the countr 'y. I simply desire
to move the motion. I do not wish
to suggest to the Government any
particular method to adopt to recoup
themselves. If one bore is found to be
successful,. that wiUl be quite sufficient. to
pay themn indirectly for any expense they
may be put to. If the Government wish
to r ecoup themselves. I think, on the dis-
covery of gold, the Government might
reserve a certin amount of land imme--
diateiv around the bore and cut it up
into 6lockps and sell it by auction, or the
Government could takec out the gold
themselves. Say, for example. a bore was
put down; sun-otunding that bore the
land could be surveyed, and the Govern-
ment could then dispose of the land
according to the value of the lead found.
That would undoubtedly recoup the Gov-
erment for an 'y expense.

THE PasREMEt: What do you think
.your proposal would cost?
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MR. VOSPEIR: I cannot say definitely.
I do not think it would cost a great. deal
There are one or two lion, members who
are practical mining engineers, and are
pretty well acquainted wvitl boring
operations. The interjection of the lion.
mnember for Pilbarra (Mr. XKiugsmill)
shows that he could give sonic informa-
tiou on that point. I amn only pointing
out the national advantages, and to show
the Government the way in which they
could directly recoup themselves, or in-
directly recoup themnselves. I think that,
if the Government threw opun the whole
of the ground to the alluvial digger
as soon as an alluvial field was found, a
great adva~ntage would accrue to the
colony, and the Government would recoup
indirectly. Similar discoveries to that
made at T.Canownat could, I think, be
made all over the colony, not oiily iii the
South but in the North; and if only one
or two such fields were found, there
would be no fear of population leaving
us, but there would be a new rush to the
colony, anud we would see something like
the good times experienced two years ago.

THE PREMIER: What amount of
money do you think it will cost ?

MR. VOSPEE : The Goveiruent
mighit spend £05,000 or £10,000. Sup-
posing that amount was spent, it would be
no great speculation. I would like to
point out what was said with reference to
deep leads by Mr. Pitman, the Govern-
meat Geolog'ist of New South Wales, and
a very high authority on mining of all
kinds throughout the world, Tiiat gentle-
mani said that deep leadls probably existed
in all the centres I have mentioned. An
opinion such as that is not to be dis-
regarded. I urge the motion on the
favourable consideration of the H-ouse.

MR. SIMPSON (Genaldton) : I have
much pleasure in supporting the motion
of the lion. member. and I hope the
Government will see their way to accept
it. I think it will aid in the develop-
ment of the goldfields of the colony. It
has beent an idea of mine for many years
that ining could be advanced con-
siderably by boring. The Government
mnight extend this boring for alluvial, now
that there are diamond drills in the
colonly. These diarnond drills could not
be used for boring for alluvial, but they
could be used with advantage for deep
boring in search of deep lodes.

MR. VosrEn That is being done in
Queensland now.

MR. S[MPSON4: The Governmnent
have mnagnificent boring plants, and, if
they consider this suggestion-I do not
thik it will be very expensive-it will
comle qui6te Within thle lim-its of af reaIson-
able allocation Of the money to be granted
for the development of tile goldfields. I
agree with thle remnarks which have fallen
from the hon. member for North-East
CoolgLrd ie, that it would be of great value
to the colony if gold were discovered at
a greater depth than it has been ob-
tained here previously. No doubt, as has
been pointed out b)'y Mr. Pitnman, we have
hmidreds of places throughout the colour
where gold could be foiud. I have much
pleasure in Supporting thle motion, and I
hope the G-overnment, in its wisdomi, will
see fit to start operations, which will add
to the development of the goldflelds in a
very important way.

Mu. KINOSMILL (Pilbarra): I have
the utmlost pleasure. in supporting the
motion of the lion. nienber for North-
East Coolgardie. With regard to the
I ,oldfield I have the honiour to represent,
there is a very amuple field for boring
operations on that field. T can point out,
not one, but hialf a dozen places where
boring operations would result in the
discovery of valuable alluvial fields. I
would impress on the Government the
fact that there is absolutely no industry
that benefits the colony so quickly and to
such a great extenit as alluvial mining.
It brings the population that spends the
mioney into the country. There is no
money in the shape of dividends going
out of the country, the money being circu-
ated in the colony right away. It is a
mnatter for regret that, in the case of
many reefing properties at the present
time, although Western Australia has
the best mining industry in Australia,
it derives less beniefit from the industry
directly. These boring plants which have
been spoken of need not necessarily be
used for the purpose of boring for deep
leads alone. Pretty nearly every water
supply office onl the goldfields has a, boring
plant.

Mn. MORAN: They would be of no use
for the purpose of boring for alluvial.
They do not take a core out.

MR. KINOSMILL: They would do a
considerable amount of good, even if they
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did not extract a core. In the Nullagine
district a diamond (hill is necessary.
Private individuals have sunk l4Oft., an d
are still on the alluvial formation, which
carries gold, but it is niot payable. Anyone
acqjuainted wit alluvial mining knows
that unitil the bed rock has been reached,
no 0110 can expect to mneet with payable
stuff. There is no doubt that, when the
deep lead at Nullagine is reached, a dis-
covery will be made that will be of great
advantage to the colony.

MU. TLTINGWORTH (Central Mur-
chison) : It is over three years since I1
expressed the conviction to a number of
ruining men that deep leads would be
fotmd in this colony. At the last election,
a very strong and influential deputation
waited on me and urged me to bring this
miatter before the Government. Hon.
miembers. who know the Ballarat district
know that, strictly speaking, the deep
leads were discovered by boring.

MaI. MORAN: They suspected the leads
were there before they started boring.

MR. ILIJING WORTH:. If they knew
the leads were there, there would have
been no use boring. It was by no means.
a certainty' that the deep leads thiat crossed
from the Band of Hope away to the
Madame Berry were there, anda it was
only by borilig that it was absolutely
proved to be a fact. I think, wvith the
lion. member for Oeraldton (Mr. Simp-
son), that these experiments, if carried
out, will materially advance our interest.

THE PRtEM-IiER: - There is plenty of room
for private enterpnise.

MR. ILINGWORTR: At present I
think the Government have a, pretty large
vote for the development of the gold-
fields, and there is no better way of
spending that mioney than in the direction
here indicated. This House has voted in
the past, and no doubt will rote this
year, a large sum of money for the
development of the goldfields, and the
Government will do well to use some
mioney in this direction. I do urge that
the Governent should make a start in
some district to prove if any discoveries
can be made.

MR. MORAN (East Coolgardie):; I
am as fully aware as other members
of the value of the discovery of the
semi-deep alluvial found here. The mode
of discovery of that alluvial was encourag-
ing. and it is reasonable to hope that

other leads of a like nature will be
discovered without aid. At Kanowna
the lead was discovered in the ordinlary
war: it -was simnply a surface lead, anda
the mien gradually got deeper and deeper
iutil they got below the ordinary depth,
and they did not discover, until they got
to this greater depth than usual, that
they were on anything new.- On Fly Flat
in the old days the alluvial digger sunk
12 or 14 feet, and at the present day there
are plenty of holes there to indicate tis,
Miners niever called that a deep lead, but
for this Kanowna lead the mien had to go
down below what is generally looked on
as bottoming. At presentitisnotknown
what this discovery is : it may be anl old
creek bed or soinethingr else. The concensus
of opinion is that it is a creek bed.
Whilst my' sympathies are with the
motion, and recognising as I do that the
discovery of alluvial gold gives a great
impetus to a place for the time being, I
am sure thiere is not a single boring plant
in Western Australia that could be used
for this kind of boring. To mny mind
it is ridiculous to set to work with the
boring plant they have at Coolgardie to
bore -50 or 60 feet. The Government
would have to he prepared with a. large
supply of water to go down to the depth
named, so ats to get aL core out. The best
boring lplant is the Calyx drill.

THE PEMIER: 'We have two or three
of those.

MR. MORAN: They are the hest bar-
ing drills that can be used. At the al-
luvial lead at Kanowna there are 10
shafts sunkl for every one that is going
to get gold. You might go to a new
field andpu tdowun liii If-a-dozen single bores
without getting ally result. I contend
that every lead in Austraia has been
followed from. a known source, and the
big leads in Victoria to-day were fol-
lowed from a known source. They have
gone for 40 or -50 miles, hut they were
followed from a known source. I believe
to-day there is no place in Coolgardie
where you coulld put down a bore where
there is not a shaft already down. T
know, at the present timie, of a semi-deep
Ieadl that has been discovered on a lease
at the Boulder, and gold was discovered,
but no one can touch it. I desire to
point out to the Government that if they
have the Calyx boring, drills, which are
the best in the world for boring down to
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100ff., they should at once utilise themn
in boring for deep leads. It would be
very ,desirable to send one or two to the
Pilbarra fields. I believe there is one of
the biggest alluvial deposits in the colony
on thatfield. As to putting down aciamond
drill to find alluvial gold, that is useless.
If the Governmllent have the Oalyx drill
they had better use it, Better still, the
Government might arrange some sort of
a plant on a hand drill, so as to bore
to l00ft. . in that war the Government
could rig up drills which would do good.
I wish to impress on the Government the
desirability of offering substantial re-
wards for the discover 'y of payvable
alluvial leads. If the Government were
to spend £25,000 or £10,000 in offer-
inig rewards to-morrow for alluvial
leads, a great stimulus would be
given to the gold-minling industry. That
is my opinion, and I point this out
to the Government: I amn not opposing
the motion; but I want the Minister of
'Mines to grasp the question at once, and
to offer a good substantial reward-
according to the depth, and the diffi-
oulties undergone in the search, and
according to thle richness of the find--for
the discovery of fresh alluvial leads. The
bonus system appears to be a good one
all round. Pay according to resuilt's.
Encourage men in private enterprise. I
will not oppose the motion, but I would.
point out how many difficulties are in the
way of it, and how the same object could
be attained on a better principle. I do
not know what view thle Government will
take of the matter.

MR. 'RASON (South Murchison): I
have mauch pleasure in supporting the
motion of the hon. member, and I hope
that if it finds favour with the House, the
Government will see their way to give
effect to it. I do not think thle expendi-
ture of a large sum of money is involved;
and I am sure from my experience and
from the information I have received that
the speculative element hardly conmes in
at all. On very mnany golclflelds the
existing indications are so satisfactory
that there is little reason to doubt that
boring to a comparatively shallow depth
would prove the existence of several
alluvial leads.,

MR. MORAN: .I wish I k-new them.
MR. RASON: 1 shall be happy to

show the hon. mnember a place where even

he will be satisfied that alluvial exists.
But I would point out, sir, that there is
i10 very great inducement for a private
individual to sink for alluvial, for hie
must incunr a considerable expenditure of
tine and money and, even if hie proves
its existence, the quantity of ground he
receives ini return is not sufficient to
enable him to continue working to any
great depth. There are several goldields
in this colonly concerning which everyone
who has seen them is of opinion that
there is a strong probability of leads
of alluvial being found on them. The
evidence of Mr. Pitmnan, the Government
Geologist of New South Wales, which
has already been referred to, and
which caie directly before me., was very
strong upon the point, as was the evidence
of many other scientists. The statement
of the hon. member for North-East
Coolgardie (Mlr. Vosper), that the opinion
of experts is in favour of his theory, is
amiply borne out by almost every expert
opinion that has been taken on the
subject. I have very great pleasure
indeed in supporting this motion. I
believe that, if adopted by the Govern-
ient, it will prove of great benefit to the

uumiing industry; and I sincerely hope
that the Government will be able to carry
it into effect.

HoN. H. W. VENN (Wellington):
Unlike the last speaker, I must certainly
suggest that the Government should not
adopt this principle. The possibility of
the Government bores catching alluvial
leads seems to me very remote, inasmuch
as these patches occur in isolated locali-
ties, and may be found l Oft., 2OftC., 30ff.
or 4Of t. apart, and the bore will be very
unlikely to touch them. It is quite a,
different thing to following up a reef,
for then there is a possibility of getting
it; but for the Government to undertake
thle problematical and speculative chance
of finding leads by means of boring would
be to incur an enormous expense for a
very small result. This kind of mining
will no doubt develop itself. The induce-
mnent is there. The impetus has been
given b y such discoveries as those at the
White Feather, and I feel sure that it
would not be a, wise or a good thing for
the Government to accede to this pro-
posal. It bad far better be left entirely
to private speculation, But there does
seemi to be something in the idea of the

niotioa.for Borbig.
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member for East Coolgardie (Mr. Moran),
when he said it would be wvell for the
Government to offer a bous. That pro-
posal seems to Me to be a reasonable and
p~ractical way of doing things; but that
course also would Open tip a fresh field
for discussion as to what is the absolute
definition of the phrase "alluvial gold."
But allowing, for the sake of argtunent,
that this is a small matter, then I say
the best course for the Government to
adopt wvould be to give a bonus for the
discovery of deep alluvial gold.

THE PREI'fER (Right Hon. Sir J.
Forrest) : NO dIoubt the motion of the lion.
member looks very reasonable--" That in
the opinion of this House it is desirable
that the Governmntshould undertake &,
series of boring Operations on the varions
goldfields of the colony, with a view to
proving the existence* or otherwise of
sublterrantean deposits of alluvial gold."
I1 think everyone will agree that if we
could only find some of these subter-
ranean deposits, they would hie good
things. But I think it is a verw large
order that the lion. member is going for
- the variouis goldfields of the colony."
I do not know where the umonev is tol
come fromt to carry out this proposal. T
could understand it, if it was desired that
deep lbores should be put down ait one or
two places. at a cost not exceeding a
certain amount, say, £10,000 ; for then
we wouild know wlhat we were undertak-
ing. But a proposal of this kind .
thouigh it looks very nice onl the surface,
seems to me a little bit reckless; and I
think-and I Say, this with thle very best
intention and in thle most friendly way
-that if resolutions having such at wvide
meaning are carried in this House, the
result will be that the 'Government will
find themselves very much hampered.
The proposal really asks the House to
spend an immense sum of money.

MaR. YOSDER: It does not bind.
THE PREMIER: No; butyon put the

Government in the position of appearing
to act contrarv to the wishes of the House.
When the Ho~use meets next session. and
the Government have done very little
uinder this resolution, what will my friend
opposite say? That the Governunent are
flouting this House by doing nothing or
uext to nothing to give effect to its reso-
lution. We will have to say : " You have
certainly passed this resolution, but we

could not possibly carry it out." When
the Government bring down proposals of
their own and hion. members assent to
them, we are bound to carry them out;
but the same cannot be said of this pro-
posal, which involves an expenditure
of' -at least £100,000. Mly friend the

*member for South Murchison (Mfr.
*Rasoni) says that hie knows a place
exactly suitable for boring operatioiis;
and the member for North-East Cool-
gaide (Mr. Vesper) knows of another
place. Mly experience of boring is that,
by the time you have got your machine to
the place. and found water for it, and
put down a shaft for the water, it is a
very expensive Operation; and I do not
think there is anly povision on the Esti-
mates this year that would provide this
amount Of mioney. Provision is made
for the allocationl of all the amounts
asked for in respect of the goldfields
water supply, and I know there is no
money on the Loan Estimates which has
not been allocated ; so that there would
probabIly be no, muoney with which to
carry out this resolution. Hon. members
are aware that our financial arrangements
for the year are now practically before
themn, that is, ats far as the consolidatedl
r-evenue is concerned ; anid, while I do not
like to oppose this motion, knowing that
mn*y action iii apparently opposing the
Sear-chinrg for gold byl deep boring will be

*liable to mseresentation, I. really think
that for- = 0nia reasons tile scheme is
impracticable at the present time. H on.
members opposite-at least the hion.
members for Alba~ny (Air. Leake) and for
Geraldton (Mr. Simpson)-are always
telling 'is about private enterprise, and
what, it could do if we only gave it a
chance. Now here isia chance for private
enterprise to put down some bores.

A. VOSPER: Please, do not saddle
my motion with the opinions of others.

THE PREMTIER: The Government
will not in any way interfere with private
individuals boring down into the earth
and finding these deep leads. Therefore,
some of those gentlemen who are longing
to invest their capitalI in the colony uinder

i the auspices of tile lion, members, or, at
any rate, with their consent, have in this
proposal a splendid opportunity to take
some action. I think we are getting into
a dangerous path when we pass these
general resolutions. Of course, if the
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House likes to pass them, we will see
what we can do; hut I must remind
lion. members that we cannot do very
much. Of course, we could do this;
we could, if it were desirable, re-
move the splendid boring machine we
now have on the Coolgardie goldfields, and
put it down in some other place; but I
do not think that would meet the wishes
of hion. members. It might go down
another 300 feet where it is now; but I
may tell the House that orders have been
given to dismantle the mnachine, so that it
can of course be used elsewhere. It is
an expensive machine; still, we know
exactly what the expense is, and no doubt
hinds could be found to make another
bore with it.

MRt. MORAN : It Costs .t700 to Set it Up
every tine.

THE PREMIER: Certainly it does;
but we really have not the funds available
to conduct boring operations in the various
goldfields all over the colony. I dto not
propose to divide the House on the ques-
tion; but I think it my duty to express
these views, and I am sure that if we had
the views of the bon. the Speaker, he wvould
tell us that such resolutions arc subversive
of the sati sfactory conduct of the financial
affairs of this country. If they were
passed. I do not know how the Govern-
ment could be held responsible for
maintaining the financial position. I
think the lion, member for Central
Murchison (Mr. Illhngworth) will tell
you that they are almost unheard of
in the other colonies. Why so? Be-
cause you cannot have two sets of persons
responsible for the finances. You must
have a Government, and hold them re-
sponsibke. Although our- Standing Orders
are more stringent than those of the Par-
Laments of the other colonies, still, in
those places, resolutions of this kind are
nearly a dead letter, because it is found
they will not work. I hope lion. remu-
bers will not press this motion at the pre-
sent time.

MR. GREGORY (North Murchison):
I ama sorry that this motion does not pro-
pose to set aside a certain stun of money
for this purpose. There is no dou bt tha
if one or two leads like that at Kanowna
were discovered, they would be of im-
mense direct and indirect benefit to the
count-y. Calyx drills would not cost such
a great Sunm of mioney; and, by boring

to depths of from 80 to 150 or 200 feet,
fresh water maight ait least be discovered,
and that would be of intinense value, and
would almost repay the cost of the
mnaclune. I believe you have several
Oalyx drills in the counitry.

THE PREmER: They will not go
through hard rock.

MIR. MORAN: They wvould do very well
for this work.

MR. GREGORY: I think if the re-
quest were limited to a certain stun, it
would meet the views of bell. members;
and if a successful result followed, it
would be of considerable benefit to the
people of the colony.

MRx. LEAKE (Albany) : It is my
intention to support the motion, and I
think the information which the Mines
Department would gather fromt work of
this description would be most useful,
and also of a permanent character. I
have always maintained that it is
important, in the interests of our mining
community, to have a thorough geological
survey of the country. Whether the
survey is to be merely a surface survey,
or whether it is to be carried on in the
mnanner herein indicated, I do not care;
bitt the information to be gained by
boring in this manner would be valu-
able either in its positive or in its
negative aspect. As to this mnotion being
subversive of the pioper control of the
finances, it seems to me that this argu-
inent must crop up whenever we haveny
motion involving directly or indirectly
the expendi ture of money. But surely no
very great expense need bev gone to,
because the proposer of the motion says
that, it will be unnecessary to go downi
more than 200 feet, and very Likely
not more than 60 feet; and, in the event
of aniything valuable being discovered,
it would pay the Government ten times
over. Then we are told by the Premier
that this undertaking ought to be left to
private enterprise. "Why do you not
advocate its being left to private enter-
priseV' says the tight hion. gentleman.
Well, we have advocated time after time
the leaving of certain works to private
enterprise; but we are bound to accept
the policy which the Government have
forced upon the people and upon Parlia-
ment. They will not look at private
enterprise; they do everything they can
to stifle it. and then they tell us
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that private enterprise ought to be
employed. They have already told us
that they are going to do everything
themselves; and yet, whoa we ask them
to do something in this particular
direction, they turn round upon us and
say: "Why does not private enterprise
take it up?" In this instance private
enterprise cannot take it up, at auy rate
so long as the goldfields regulations re-
manin as they are; because, if private
enterprise put down a bore onl a lease and
struck alluvial, what would happen ?
Why the alluvial diggers would come on
the scene and remove the gold. No man is
going to put down anl expensive bore on
an alluvial claim Linder such conditions.
The Government say: "Let private enter-
prise do it." At thec samne time they will
not protect private enterprise, nor wrill
they do it themselves, because they say
they have not got the money or they are
afraid they will not have it. Well, they
have one million pounds to spend this
year in works and buildings. I ask hon.
members not to forget that. Can they
not spare a few thousand pounds out of
that sum to mak-e what is undoubtedly a
practical test in this direction ? The
work, itself would employ labour to a
certain extent, and, if successful, the
number of mnen to whom it would give
employment would be amazing.

Ma. VospEe.: It might double the
population.

Ma. LEAKE: Certainly it might, and
not only double our population but scatter
it over a very vast area. I cannot see
that the motion involves the expendi-
tulre of one or two huntdred thousand
pounds; but even if it did, I would say,
spend that money in this way rather
than allow the Director of Public Works
to spend it in the manner proposed on
these Estimates. Do what you can to
extend mining enterprise, and to induce
people to conic to the colony. As for the
fact of this motion involving expendi-
ture, it is our duty to suggest to the
G-overnment bow they can best spend
their money. When 1 was speaking the
other niight, the right hon. the Premier
said, in effect: " If we do not spend
the money in works and buildings,
how do you suggest we should spend it'?"
Well, here is a suggestion. But it hap-
pens. that the suggestion does not come
from the Government benches, and,

therefore, it is not appreciated. It is too
practical for them to appreciate. I trust
hon. members will pass the motion;
and, when we do pass a proposal like
this, we do not want it to be regarded as
mere waste paper. If there is nothing in
it, we should not discuss it. I discuss
and support it because I believe it is of
practical value, and has rent possibilities
before it. With that view, I say that if
it is passed I shall expect the Governmuent
to come down with sonic vote before this
session ends to give effect to the reso-
lution; and this they can do when they
re-commit their Estimates, because re-
committed their Estimates undoubtedly
must be.. The House, of course, is going
to cut these Estimates about a good deal
before we finish with them. We are
going to take away, as it is, a substantial
sum from. thle Works Department; so let
them meet the question with a, good
grace, and take a little larger slice, and
appropriate to work of this descriptiox
some of thle money which the Director
of Public Works ought not to have, I
shall support the motion with very great
pleasure indeed.

THE PREMIR: You have a lot of
power to do it!1 You talk as if you could
rule this House !

MR. I1EAKE: No; I have not ruled it;
but to a. certain extent I have been able
to control the recklessness and extrava,3-
gauce of thle right hon. gentleman and
his colleagues.

THE PREMIER: You have not ga ined
nmuch by doing so.

MR. VOSPER (in reply):- I must
again congratulate myself on the recep-
tion this motion has obtained. With all
due respect to the Premier, I do not
think many very serious objections have
been raised to it. As regards thbose of
the hon. member for East Coolgardie
(Mr. Moran), I only say that after all
they are mere matters of detail. The
upshot is that, if certain drills will do
the work, they should be employed; and
if they are employed, thle hon. gentle-
man is prepared to vote for the
resolution. I have no doubt that, if
it is carried, the Government will set to
work to find out which drills are suitable,
and will employ them; and with regard
to offering a reward for the finding of
deep leads, I can only say that such deep
leads as they have at places Like Wanowna
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resemible virtue in this respect, that they
are their own reward. The right hon.
gentleman, in replying to the motion, I
said it was rather a large order. I would I
submit that it is no larger than the Goy-
ernmnent policy of establishing public
batteries; and, although I ami myself an
advocate of public. batteries, I must say
that the chances of failure are greater
with respect to public batteries than they
are in connection with mere experiments
such as I propose in this mnotion.
[A MEMBER: -Nonsense!] A member
says "1 Nonsense," but the expenditure
on public batteries will amiount to
£30,000 this year; and later on, it
is quite possible that the Government
inspiectors will put up batteries in wrrong
places, -and make very serious blunders.
We know that Governments have a very
unfortunate facility for making blunders ;
and two or three blunders with 10-head
batteries would land the countryv in three
or four times the expense which is involved
in this proposal. My only desire was
to ask the Government to make a fe-w
experiments; and, as the hon. the Speaker
has pointed out, a resolution of this kind
has no binding effect, and merely ex-
presses the opinion of the Rouse that
certaiu works should be done, and the
Governinentean please themselves whether
they will do them. The Government may
be called to account for not having done
it; but they can always offer an explana,-
tion for their inaction, and the House, I
ami sure, would be perfectly willing to
accept explanations of that kind, If they
try the expeimient and it turns out to
be a. filure, I do not suppose they
will be short of excuses. The Premier
says that every goldfields mnember
has pointed to some particular spot
at which boring ought to be carried on.
To my mind that shows a laudable desire
on the part of those memb ers to get a
share of what is going. At the same
time, it does mnore than that. It illus-
trates the fact that there is a large number
of places in this colony where alluvial
gold exists, which are not being worked;
and it illustrates the need for experiments
of this kind. I do net propose the
Government should put down bores all
over the place at one and the same time,
but at least they should endeavour to find
out something; and I contend too that
there is nothing more dangerous iu this

proposal to expend say £10,000 than in
the gigantic driling work which the
Governments of Victoria, and Queensland
have undertaken. They have proved a
success there, after boring. very hbard reck;
and the Governments of those colonies
have done that for the benefit of the
country, although no direct benefit
whatever has been derived fromn it, so far
as actual revenue is concerned. I think,
therefore, this Government might very
reasonably expend say el10,000 during the
present half year, and put down a few
experimental bores here and there; and
the result, I believe, would be highly
beneficial to the colony at large.

Question put and passed.

At 6-30 p.m. the SPEAKERt left the
Chair.

At 7.30 pin, the Speaker resumed the
Chair.

3tQTION-WOMEN'S FRANCHISE.

Miz~. WALTER JAMES (East Perth),
mn accordance with notic:e, muoved:-

ThaLt in the opinion of this Rfouse the best
intet-ests of the colony require the extension
of tile Pavdiatnentary franchise to women.
.Re said: During the course of this ses-
sion there have been several important
motions brought before this Rouse, but I
venture to think I shall carry every hon,
mnember with ine when I say that no
motion has been brought forward whic;h
is so important as the one which I have
the honour and privilege of subniitsinig to
the members of this House. Certainly
none of the motions have been so imipor-
taut. as this inotion; none so far-reaching
in their effects as the motion which I
place before hon. members. Every motion
which has had in view the object of secur-
ig electoral reformi has mnet with great

resistance, however smiall the object sought
to he obtained was. 'No reform, so far as I
can see, has ever been introduced in a
Houseof raramnentarv Government which
can have so far-reachi'ig an effect as the
reform of confenring the franchise on the
wom~en of the colony, not only on account
of the number of the women to be en-
franchised, but bjy reason of the fact
that, to a certain extent, that section has
never enjoyed the privilege of voting at
parl iamnentary elections. Rmeognising the
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importance of the motion, hoil. members
will not think that I am taking uip o
much time when I place before them, as
shortly as I canl, not the whole of the
arguments in favour of the motion, but a
few of them. These will be sufficient to
show hon. members that the reform
demanded is justified, not only by ex-
perience in the sister colonies, but by the
justice of the cause itself. This is not a
matter which is new anld has to be dis-
cussed according to local conditions.
The arguments apply equally in
every part of the world wheire they
have parliamentary government. It is
not necessary to say what the local
conditions are, because the arguments for
and against, wherever they are used, are
equally arguments for and against the
franchise to women in Western Austr-alia.
Recognisinga this, every member must
admit that, athough this is an important
matter, it has none the less been agitating
the inds of the public for a great num-
ber of years. I do not necessarily mean
that the minds of members of this House
have been agitated by reason of pro-
posals brought forward, but every person
in the House and the country must have
had occasion, during the past 10 or 16
years, to think of the matter in a serious
light. People have seen dozens of articles
in periodicals, and the discussions that
have taken place in various Houses of Par-
liament, and they have heard the mnatter
discussed at public meetings. We know
a resolution in favour of this system and
a Bill adopting the principle have been
passed in the Lower House of New South
Wales. We know that a Bill adopting the
system was passed in the Lower Rouse in
Victoria. We know that the principle is
in force in South Australia and in New
Zealand, and I think it is in force, or a
Bill adopting, the principle has passed the
Lower House in Tasmania. In addition
to that, a motion dealing with this
matter was supported in the House of
Commons by 1.5-2 members against 175.
The principle has been supported by
many of the great minds, not only in
Australia, where we have such men as the
late Hon. George Higinbotham, who
spoke strongly in favour of the principle,
but, in England, there was John Stuart
Mill, who supported the cause. I
think, important though the question is,
there has been sufficient discussion in the

press of this colony, and in the press in
other parts of the world, to enable mem-
bers to make up their minds one way or
another. I would not have members think
that this motion has been introduced for
the purpose of giving immediate legislative
sanction to the principle in the motion.
1 want to avoid that, because, if that
were the case, we should have to face
the difficulty of having ana inmmediate
dissolntion. I know that would be one
of the reasons, if I did not dis-
claim it at once, for opposing the
motion. I desire to have discussion on
the question, and the principle affirmed.
I want members to keep perfectly free
from nil side issues, to keep away from
the warping influences which are intro-
duced into discussions when there is the
fear of a dissolution hanging over their
heads. I venture to think, in dealing
with any' reform or any measure, one im-
portant point is, not whether it is desired,
but whether the principle in the measure
is a just one. If it is fair and just, the
question is not whether the country de-
mands or requires it, but whether the
position of the country is such as to make
it unjust to introduce such measure.
I disapprove of the converse way of
stating these matters. In dealing with
matters of this kind we must assume
that the countiry wants justice, and,
as far as possile, will insist on hav-
ing fair play. It is for those who
admit the principle, and those who say it
is a reasonable principle on the face
of it, to show that it is desired in
the highest and best interests of the
country. We often hear the converse
proposition by members who oppose
motions like this: they say the country
does not require it or demnnd it. That
objection is not only used in connection
with this matter, but it is frequently used
in connection with measures and motions
brought before the House. Hon. memn-
bers say we admnit that what you ask and
what you suggest is right and just; still,
does the country demand it ? That is
the position which is taken up on a great
number of measures; that is the ground
which has been taken up in every case
where electoral reform has been sought
for: the same argument is always used.
I venture to think it is a bad argument;
it is the argument of procrastination; it
is the argument of the men who say " We
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admit the justice of the case, but do not
do it to-day: do it to-morrow, when the
time is more opportune." Sidney Smith,
in dealing with this argument, says:

This is the common argument of men who,
being in reality hostile to a measure, are
ashamled. or afraid of appearing to be so. To-
day is thle plea; external exclusion coun-
nionly the object. It is the samne sort of
quirk as the plea of abatement in law, which
is never employed but on the side of a dis-
honest defendant, whose hope is to obtain
an ultimate triumph by overwhelming his
adversary with despair, impoverishment, and
lassitude. Which is the properest day to do
good? Which is the properest day to remove
a nuisance ? We answer, the very first day
at man can 1)e found to propose the removal
of it, and whoever opposes the removal of it
on that day wvill (if he dare) oppose it on
every otber day. There is in the minds of
mnany feeble friends to virtue and improve-
mient an imaginary period for the removal of
evils which it would be certainly worth
while to wait for, if there waLs the smallest
chance of its ever arriving-a period of un-
exampled peace and prosperity, when a
patriotic king and an enlightened mob) united
their ardent efforts for the amielioration of
human affairs; when the oppressor is as de-
lighted to give utp the oppression as the op-
pressed is te be liberated from it; when the
difficulty and the unpopularity would be to
continue the evil, not to abolish it.

I venture, to think it is a. bad argu-
ment. I know of few greater dangers in
connection with parliamentary govern-
ment than that desire to keep off reform
until th ose who want reform are knocking4a
at the doors of Parliament. It is idle to
wait until public opinion is excited and
the people are unable to give a cool and
dispassionate voice in this matter. It is
not well to wait until people are walking
about in processions and are burning
effigies. It is not the duty of Parlia-
ment to so conduct itself, and only to give
way to the people when they show dis-
satisfaction in a, turbulent and more or
less unseemnly manner. This argument
is used with greater force when we re-
member that the reform applies to a sex
which is not characterised by fondness
for walking about in processions, or which
adopts those tactics that are miore or less
developed by the aggressiveness of political
men. I believe the women look to us for
justice. I ask hion. members not to set
this important question aside by using
the argument of procrastination. If what
is asked for is just, the sooner we adopt
legislation founded on justice and truth

so much the better for the House and the
coihntry in which we live. It has the
same effect as this extract front Justin
McCarthy's "History of Our Own Times :"

If parliamentary institutions do really
come to he discredited in the country, as many
people love to predict, one especial reason will
be, this very erperienco on the part of the
public that P-arliamnent has invariably conceded
to persevereneethe reformns which itperaistently
denied to justice. A refeirn is first refused
without reason, to be at last conceded without
grace.

I hope we shall avoid that position, and
deal with the question as far as we can on
the merits. I will ask' lion, members
and myself, what is the position those take
lip who believe in the extension of the
f ranchise to women ? We say this, that
the fundamental object of every Parlia-
ment is to secure good government; and
not only that, but to secure just laws and
to see that these laws are justly adminis-
tered. Public opinion has broadened
and widened as we have got more and
more democratic. Years ago, Parlia-
ment used to be elected by property
owners:- then -we passed away from that
stage, and taxpayers were allowed to vote.
Then we passed away from that, and still
got broader and broader down to the
qualification of lodgers; until, in Australia,
we have a broader franchise based on the
mere individual. Each reform, taken
step by step from the inception of
parliamentary government to the present
day, has been justified. The reasons
-rged in favour of the taxpayer being
represented were not the reasons urged
in favomr of manhood suffrage. I
venture to think the principle we now
hold is this: every man subject to and
interested in good government should
have a voice in making the laws lie has to
obey. Every mnan affected by Acts of
Parliament should have a, voice in making
the Parliament. Parliament has to be-
it must be-a very good reflex of public
opinion and feeling; if it ceases to be that,
if it is out of touch with public opinion,
it is put out of power very promptly.
That is shown by the fact that directly a
House is out of touch with public opinion,
a dissolution is insisted upon. Public
opinion does not consist of those persons
only who have votes, or in the views of
the members of thids House, or of the
members of any other House: it consists
of the opinion of every individual in the
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community; and I do not think- any one
in this House will shut his eyes to the
enormous influence women have in con-
trolling public opinion. I do not say
that women go to the press and write
letters, as men do, or that they go on to
the public platform, but men must recog-
nise the influence of women in pulihc
opinion, If this public opinion, that
women assist to form, is the standard by
which we judge, is it not inconsistent to
say that this class of the community
which has such a large influence in con-
trolling public opinion has no right to
exercise a vote at the ballot-box and say
who should be returned to Parliament.
Recognising, as we must recognise, that
this is the only way in which -we
can judge of the value of Parlia-
ment, and how closely it reflects
Public opinion, how can we refuse a vote
to the numecrous class who so largely
influence public opinion in the selection
of members of Parliament. That is the
principle which has been established by a
senies of reforms ever since the Reform
Bill of 1832, reforms which have been
carried out more extensively in Aus-tralia thtan in the old country; and if that
is a principle, how can hion. members tell
me why women should be excluded? I
go further than that, and I challenge
any member of the House or outside the
House to take any qual ification that
existed f romn 1882. or prior to that, and
tell mie why "'omen should be excluded
when they equally fulfil the qualifications
that the Act lays down, If the qualifi-
cation is property, and a woman has pro-
perty, why should she not have a voteP
If the qualification is that of a mere
lodger, and she happens to he a lodger,
why should she not have a, vote the same
as a male lodger ? You are not giving a
vote to the individual, when these are the
qualifications, but you are giving it to the
property owner or to the lodger; there-
fore why should you refuse to extend the
vote to women, whien they fall within the
four corners of the qualifications which
yourselves have placed on the statute
book?9 Surely women are subject to
every law you make, and they are affected
very closely and seriously by the ad-
ministration of the la-ws you make ; there-
fore, the mere fact that now, as year
after year rolls on, a, greater number of
women have to go out to earn their own

] iving, in the increasing avenues of em-
ploynient which are bei ng opened to them.
is in itself an argument why women should
be represented in this House. I do not
think any inemixir will say that women
have been properly protected by a Parlia-
mnent of men. If I am right in the prin-
ciple I adduce as the foundation onl which
all our electoral reform is based, if I take
the individual Acts of electoral reform,
and find that women fall within the prin-
ciple upon which each of these Acts is
based, then those opponents who want to
disqualif y women should junstify the onus
that is cast upon them. I will refer to a
very Conservative writer, Mr. Iecky, who
states, in his work on " Democracy and
Liberty"-

A ratepaying woman is3 thus constantly vot-
ingat elections, and often at contestedclections.
conducted for the most part in mnuch the same
wvay as elections for members of Parliatuent.
She votes for parish and district councils, for
county councils, for school boards, and poor-
law guiardians. In nearly all these elections
she May be a candidate us well as a voter.
Large numbers of womenk have stood. and large
numbers have been chosen for such posts.
Man~y of these elections are fought on purely
political and party lines; and a vast propor-
tion of the taxation of the country is nowv
levied by bodies which wom~ea's votes contri-
bute to elect, and of which women are fre-
quently members. It is snrr-ly niot too much
to say that under SLL~h circumstances the onus
probandi rests upon those who refuLse to go one
step further and admit them to elections for
memibers of Parliament. It will hardly. how-
ever, be seriously contended that the exec ise
Of such exalted powers is required for the
av erage British voter, or that women have not,
both in the past and in the present, shown
themselves to ho largely endowod with capaci-
ties that are very useful in political life.
Suppose I desire to go further than that,
as I think we might well do, and meet
our adversaries at the gate, then, I ask,
what are the arguments they use? They

Itell us constantly that women are suffi -
ciently represented already in Parliament;
but does any member of this House

i think soe [MA. ILL5NGWORTHI: Yes.]
II ventre to differ strongly from the
lion. member for CentraL Murchison. We
are told by sonic hion. members that
women are sufficiently represented in this
Parliament. How can we boast that
our women are the same as nien in the
eye of the law, in connection with pro-
perty-perhaps some hion. member will
tell me how-except that they are s ubj ect
to the same penal enactments ? The law
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falls equally onl the back of the man ani
thle woman, bust the man holds the lash.
Take the property rights, and observe
how many generations of struggle were
necessary before women could acquire
even the q ualified rights they now have in
property. I have myself heard in this
House-I think in the year 1892, when
the present Property Act in relation to
women was introduced, that being the
first time that women obtained ally pro-
perty rights in this colony-when that
Bill was being discussed in this Chamber,
I heard a distinguished member of Parlia-
mient at that time state that women
had no right in property whatever,
that they ought to be kept for the wash
tubs. [MR. A. FORREST: Who said
thatP] Is that the kind of repre-
sentative who should represent women in
Parliament? If a man were to make a
statement like that, in connection -with
men, and if be meant it,.he would be
howled down by the House; but the
member I am referring to was not howled
down. His remark was greeted all round
by a, piece of good hmouried laughter.
Is that the sort of member of Parliament
who correctly represents women? What
is thle position of women so far as the
care of children is concerned? At the
present moment, women have no status
in dealing with the custod y of children.
The husband absolutely controls the
custody of the child. It is a gross and
cruel injustice that this Parliament, al-
though it is said to correctly and
thoroughly represent women, keeps the
law as it stood a hundred years ago in
England, in relation to this matter;
although in England that law has been
rectified entirely, so that a woman there
has the control of her child up to 16
years of age. As the law stands in this
colony to-day, a father, on his death bed,
can appoint a, third person to take
charge of his children, out of the hands
of his wife. [MR. ILLINOWORTH: Alter
that law.] Why does not the lion.
member alter it? For five years since
the bon. member has been here ais a
representative, that law has been on the
statute book, and the lion. member has
not raised a finger to remove that gross
blot. It is said that women are
represented in Parliament now; but is
not every man more or less indirectly
represented in this House? Yet that

is never looked upon as a sufficient
argument when we have before us some
question of extending a class franchise to
other classes of men. If I used that
argument, the member for Central Mur-
ehison would laugh it to scorn. Passing
to another point, what is the position of
women with regard to divorce ? Is there
at just principle recognised in her case?
Is it right that a woman should be sub-
ject to an action for divorce if she
commits the offence of adultery o11ce,
whilst a manl may comimit the offence
and go on conmmitting it in the most
open and flagrant way, while not sub-
ject to the same punishment? Is that
right or just? Can any member of
this House point out to me why in-
equality exists in this matter, and why,
while the law of England has bee,
rectified, it has not been rectified in the
Parliament of this country ? Our laws
iii regard to women are more degrad-
ing than are the laws in any other part
of Australia, or in any civilised part of
the world.

THs PREMIER: That is a very good
statement.

MR. JAMES: I challenge the right
hion. gentleman to prove Izam wrong. It
is all rubbish for the right hon. gentle-
manl to make statements like that. If I
am wrong, show I am wrong.

TEE PREMIER: 1 say it is not correct.
You should not be so dictatorial.

MR. JAM1ES: I intend to be dictatorial
on this point, because I am niot speaking
now as the member for East Perth,
but I am speaking for a principle that
is infinitely more imuportanit than a mere
question of public works or expenditure.
There are questions of social legislation
in this colony which are more important
even than the continued existence of thle
Preinier in office.

THE PREMIER: A very good relmrk.
that Very polite.

AIR. JAMES: In this discussion, it
is just as well to serve " tit for tat" in
order to stop interruptions in the future.
Not only is the claim of women un-
answerable in theory; not only is it un-
answerable because I am repeating what
Mr. Gladstone states, that men have not
been true guardians, and have not looked
after the interests of women as they
ought to have looked after them; not
only is the claim of women unanswerable
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by way of principle, but looking at the
practical effect, we find that in America
they have a system of female suffrage
which has been in operation since 1869;
that in New Zealand the same principle
has been in operation since 189.3, and in
South Austr-alia since 1896. We know
how it has worked in New Zealand, for
out of 100,000 women who are registered
as electors, no less than 90,000 recorded
their votes at the last general election.
As to Amierica, this is what the Governor
of Colorado said in dealing with it:

So far, the objections madec to equal stiff rage
durng the campaign preceding the election

at whi,,h the ballot was given to women, have
not been sustained by the facts. The women
do take an interest in the questions under
discussion, and do take the trouble to vote.
The only danger anticipated, and not yet
proven not to exist, is that they may be
deceived by those having ulterior motives,
but professing righteous and disinterested
purposes. But they are realising that it is
necessary for them to investigate the facts for
themselves, and not to believe all that they are
told ;especially keeping inmind that in
polities, as in other matters, the source must
be considered. The correctness of their pur-
pose tends to correct their inexperience.
There are 80,000 women eligible to vote in
Colorado, and about 65,000 voted at the last
election.

That is the position, so far as Colorado
is concerned. Then we have the Liberal
view of a Liberal newspaper in reference
to the operation of this principle in
Colorado. That paper says:-

Equal suffrage has been the law in Colorado
for nearly three years now, and nothing could
induce the intelligent people of the State to
revoke that Act, if they had the power.
Women appear to show as much intelligence,
and take as deep an interest in political affairs,
especially those that affect the general wel-
fare, as men, and their influence is almost
entirely east for right and decency and good
government. In nll the elections held since
the change was made, women have cast more
than 40 per cent, of the total vote ; and every-
body admits that their p~resence in politics and
at the polls has a purifying and elevating
effect on our political methods, and has cont-
palled the nomination and election of a better
class of officials than male stiff rage ever gave
us. No evil effects, either to the women them-sselves or to our public affairs, are discernable.
while the benefits of the equal suffrage law
are innumerable.

That is the testimony which comes fronm
a country where they have had the ex-
perience of this principle in operation for
30 years, and that is the testimony from

Ia Liberal point of view. Let uns take the
testimony of a Conservative organ dealing
with the same matter. That newspaper
States

The result of women suffrage in Colorado
is quite up to the expectation of its Conserve.
tire friends. In Denver, and most other cities
of the State, women have gonerally voted-it
is believed more generally than the men. 'They

* mingle at the caucons and at the priaries with
men; and it is noticed that, since their advent,
these political functions have been far more
honest and orderly than of yore. The fact
that they have the ballot has secured in Den-
ver a far more rigorous execution of the laws
against gambling and other like public delin-
quences than was ever before known, On the
whole, in my opinion, women suffrage in
Colorado has had a healthfnl and elevating
influence upon the public service and munici-
pal morals genrerlly. Don't misunderstand
mae that it has cured all the ills affecting the
body politic. It has cured some serious ones,
and is rapidly exterminating others.

We know how it has worked in Wyoming,
that it has been thoroughly satisfactory;
andl only in 1892, when the State of
Wyoming ceased to be a territory and
became a State, one of the first acts after
the adoption of the Constitution was to
pass a resolution, expressing thatikf ulness
that women's suffrage had been adopted
in that State, and expressing how deep a
debt the State owed to that principle. In
South Australia. whenever I have spoken
to men who have had experience in that
colony, and have discussed this matter
with them so as to ascertain their
private opinion, they have all admitted
that the operation of the principle
in South Australia has been most
beneficial. We have, therefore, not
altogether to deal with a totally new
experiment, for we have it tried and
tested. It is a principle, not only good
in theory, but proved to be just in prac-
tice. Apart altogether fronm the instances
where women have had the right to vote in
connection with Parliamentary elections,
look where they have had the right to
east a vote in which were often involved
issues of great moment, as in the ease
of elections for municipal councils. TheyIhave that right to vote in those elections,
and when the right was given for the
first time in England in 1870, its ad-
vocates bad exactly the same objections to
meet that have been made now, for it
was then said that women would not
vote, that if votes were given them they
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would not go to the ballot-box, and that
they would lose all their womanliness by
taking part in elections. But we know
how thoroughly that has been contra-
dicted by experience, and how largely
the women have used this power in
England. We have thle instance of school
boards and parish councils in England,
dealing with local govermuent, and there
you find that after an experience extend-
ing over at least 25 years, where women
have had the right to vote in connection
with municipal corporations, the British
Parliament adopted the principle by re-
enacting the right of women to vote in
the elections of county councils and other
local bodies. Will any member of this
House say that the Loddon County Coun-
cil is not almost as important a body as
the Parliament of Western Australia?
If you look at the persomnel of the County
Council in London, and observe the
number of electors they have to appeal to,
and the issues they deal with, and the re-
venue they expend, I venture to think the
London County Council is just as in-
portant a body as this, if not more im-
portant;i and yet women have the right to
vote in England at those elections, and
women have the right to be elected, and
some of them are elected as ]nembers of the
London County Council. It does seem
to Ine that in a country like England,
where they do adopt the principle in con-
nection with their county councils, which
have far more important matters to deal
wvith than we have, that example is good
for us as showing the effect of the prin-
ciple of admitting women to the franchise.
It does seem to me peculiar that we
should refuse to hand over to women a
trust which is certainly not more import-
ant than the right that is given them of
voting at such elections as that for the
London County Council. At theelections
of the London County Council and other
local governing bodies in England, yoiu
find an enormous amount of work
and a great weight of responsi-
bility being undertaken by women;
and in every, instance in which a
Bill is brought forward dealing with
local government, women are invariably
given a right to a seat on any body that
may be appointed, and to a vote at elec-
tions in respect of that body. As against
these facts, we have some arguments used
-or at least I will call them arguments,

for I want to be charitable, and I believe
that, in dealing with this matter, every
man of us desires to give a conscientious
vote. Although I firmly believe in the
principle, I am quite satisfied that those
hon. members who oppose it are as sincere
as I ant. But, while -ecognising that, I
venture to say that the so-called argumients
which are adduced against the adoption
of the female franchise are prompted
by a hidden prejudice- not a prejudice
of which those who have it are
conscious, but an insensible prejudice
of which they are not aware. It is the
same sort of prejudice which, in the past,
has made it necessary, wherever legisla-
tion has been brought forward to improve
the condition of woman at the expense of
man, to fight a hard battle to obtain for
her what we now recognise as being her
obvious and just rights. We are told
there is a danger that wvomen will lose
their womanliness if this principle be
conceded. Well, I venture to call that an
inipudentarguinent. I say it is not through
the acts of men-I except, of course, the
members of this House - that women have
maintained their womanmliness; that it is
itot on account of the way in which
men have treated women that we find
the other sex occupying the position they
hold to-day ;nor does it rest in our power
to destroy the womanliness which they
have; and, when we hear men say that
by giving them this right we destroy their
womanliness, I say it is a piece of im-
pudence for any individual of oin- sex to
say that anything we can do will have
that effect. In the same way, while we
cannot point to any one act of ours
wvhich has assisted them, we can point
to a great many things done by our sex
which have tended to degrade women;
and, if there be this keen anxiety to assist
women, I would ask those who use
this argument, what have you ever
done to remove the evils of sweating?
What have you ever done, say in
this colony, to remove the disadvantages
to which working women in this colony
have to submit? It is very easy, when
you are opposing a reform which women
want, to say that it will destroy their
womanliness; but I can point to occupa-
tions in which their womanliness has been
altogether destroyed ; and I say, what have
you done to assist them here? You are
obligedItoadinitthatyouhavedonenothiuig.
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MR. ILL INUWOETH: Alen passed the
women's Factory Act.

TMR. JAMES: Well, if I as a man
could not find something more worthy to
boast of than that, I should be ashamued
of myself. The idea of a man getting up
and saying 11I am proud of the fact that
I am honest." After years and years of
struggling, Factory Acts were passed in
various countries; but we have not vet
passed a Factory Act in this House.
When I taldk about legislation, I am
referring to this House; and, as I aid, what
have we done in this House to deal with
the matter '? Even if we had adopted a
Factory Act, which applies just as mnuch-
to one sex as to t~te other, why should we
be proud of the fact that we sometimes
do right? We ought to look round us
to see what is not done, and what an
enormous time we have had to do it in, and
what weak and feeble efforts we make to
discharge our duity. I will quote ecky
agai:-

Ihas also been gravely allege-d that the
whole character of the femnale sex would be
revolutionised, or at least seriously impaired,
if they were brought by the suffrage into
public life. There is perhaps no subject in
which exaggerations so enormous anti so
grotesque.. may be found in the writings of
conspicuous mnen. considered in itself, the
process of voting is now merely that of mark-
ing once in five or sir years a ballot-paper in'-
a quiet room, and it may be easily accomplished
in five minutes. And can it reasonably be
said that the Limie or thought which an average
mnale elector bestows on the formation of his
political opinions is such as to interfere in any
appreciable degree with the urrent of h is
thoughts-, wvith the tendencies of his character.
or life ? Alen write on this subject as if public
life and interests formed the main occupation
of an ordinary voter. Jt is said that domestic
life should he the one sphere of women. Ve'ry
many women-especially those to whom the
vote wouild be conceded-have no dowestic, or
but few domnestic, duties to attend to, and are
compelled, if they are not wholly frivolous or
wholly apathetic, to seek spheres of useful
activity beyond their homes. Even a fell
domestic life is scarcely more absorbing to a
woman than professional life to a nian.
Scarcely any woman is so engrossed in it that
she cannot bestow on public affairs an amount
of time and intelligence equal to that which is
bestowed on it by thousands, of masculine
voters. Nothing can be more fantastic than to
argue as if electors in England were a select
body, mainly occupied with political studies
and public interests.
I venture to think that is so. It is
grotesque and fantastic; and I do not
think I can appeal to a better authority

than a Conservative writer like Lecky to
answer these objections. Of course we
shall be told, as we always are told, that
women are not trained in politics. I will
answer that by asking this question:
What training does a man get in politics
up to the time he is 21 Years of age, and
becomes entitled to exercise his vote?
Has he had any special training which
qualifies him to exercise that vote ? And
how are women ever to learn how to vote
intelligently if this argument h olds good?
It is the same sort of argument that was
used when Gladstone introduced his Bill
to enfranchise the agricultural labourers.
His opponents said: " These menm are, not
trained, and they do not demand votes."
And yet they used their -votes, -when ob-
tained, to put out Gladstone, who had given
them the frianchise. If you will not allow
women to vote because you say they are
iiot tirained, when are they to have an op-
portunity of being trained P But is it
part of a man's qualification to vote that
he must be trained to exercise the frant-
ehise ? When you analyse the qualifica-
tions of voters, you will invariably find
that any argument propounded against
the enfranchisement of women -will apply
with equal force to men ; but this
view of the case is glossed over and
quietly passed by. True, women differ
from each other as much as niacu do.
Some mnen have red hair and somne black ;
some, are clean shaven and sonme are not;
and I think this quialification of sex is just
about as reasonable as it would be to allow
all the cleani-shaved men to be amernberi,
of Parliament, and to exclude men with
beards. I have already dealt in this
House, onl more occasions than one, with
the argtumeut that a reform. should not lbe
granted because there is no demand for
it; for it has constantly been brought uip
in connection with matters which I have
introduiced. It is not a question of
whether tile reform has been demanded,
but of whether it is just. I say that the
principle has been adopted elsewhlere;
and the great fact which shows that it
was demanded is that, although there are
here, as elsewhere, large numbers of men
who have a right to vote, many of them
will not take the trouble to get their
names on the electoral roll, and many of
those who have votes will not go to the
trouble of recording them ; yet women,
wherever they have the right to vote, put
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their names on the rolls and record their
votes at every election. What better
proof can there be that they want the
franchise ? At every opportunity they
exercise it, in most cases to a larger ex-
tent then in; and the effect of the
change has been to considerably imiprove
the dignity of elections. Here again I
say, if we are going to say that it is niot
demiianded, if we are going to wait until
women become loud and noisy in their
advocacey of this reform, then I should
be almost inclined to go with those
who refuse to give it. I cannot con-
ceive their taking up the position
which mien usually assume when their
rights are refused them. I venture to
think, although there may be some
opp)osition in this House, that when the
majority of men are worthy of the trust
reposed in them in this connection, they
will not requlire women to go clainouring
about this city, holding demonstration.
meetings with a bigr drumn, but will give
them the franchise because it is their
righit, and will be satisfied that it can
do no harmn when it is just to give
it. Most of the argumlents which
have been -Used were brought forwvard
for the purpose of showing that, although
the principle is good, it is not required in
the initerests, of the sex. But I should
not lik-c to deal with this matter alto-
gether from the point of view of what
women wvant. I always consider that
the first and the paramiount consideration
is what the interest of the State- demnands;
and I say unhesitatingly that the interest
of the State demand s that women should
have the right to vote,. I believe, and
1)elieve firmnly, that the influence of woman
is enormous; that it is growing rapidly,
and that we cannot suppress it; that it is
a factor which has be reckoned with by
all of us. It is useless to say that they
do not possess this influence, for we all
know that they have it; and they ought
to be taught that this influence carries
with it a certain amount of responsi-
bility; and the only way of doing
this is to give them the franchise, so
that time recordinig of their votes mnar
give them that sense of responsibility
which the right to exercise power invari-
ably brings with it. They should be
taught, as they will be taught, to exercise
more deliberation in forming opinions on
public matters. No oue can deny that,

if you compare. a body of muonl who have
no votes with another body--equal to
them in every other respect--who have
the franchise, you will find that the voters
have a sense of responsibility, and are
able in 999 cases out of 1,000, to take an
albler and a, juster viewv of any particular
case than those who have no righit to
vote, but merely a right to influence
public opinion. in dozens of different
ways we recognise the principle that
every man who has power shonid have
responsibility with that power; and
we know that a sense of responsibility
involves the discharge of duty; and, in
the interests of the State, we ought not
to allow this disorganised, irresponsible
body, which so materially influences
public opinion, to remain in its present
state. It is an influence which we sadly
want in these days. It isi not an easy,
happy-go-lucky principle that we have to
apply in connection with public matters;
and wonmon, I amn certain, would be far
stricter than we. Those miembers of this
Rlouse who believe, as I do, that the
future, legislation of this colony must be
legislation of a, social character - that we
are bound, if we discharge our duty, to
introduce legislation which will remove
the social grievances of the day-
will recognise that we never can
carry out" such measures unless we
succeed in giving women the franchise,
and in bringing to our aid that power
which she exercises, which, though full of
sympathy, will never tolerate shamns or
expedients of a dubious character. I do
not imiagrine we are gOing to have the
nmilleniwn when we get the women's
franchise. I think there are miany
dangers in connection with this, as with
other instances where a great number of
new electors are enfranchised. But this
principle applies not to this reform only;
and I feel that we can rest with con-
fidence in the belief that women, wvho have
do ne so much for the elevation of mankind,
and who forum, even now, the most vital,
the most moral, and the miost relig-IOns
portion of this community, will not fail,
whien their day of power comes, to put in
practice an the State those virtues which
they have so admirably exhibited in
domestic life. And I believe that those
who argue against this view mnust think
that those features in a woman's character
which we admire so much are simply
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veueer; and that those of us who urge so
strongly the necessity of granting this
right to women are the persons whbo
believe most thorouglyt in the sex. We be-
lieve that those elements in the character
of womanl which have distinguished it
for ages past front that of man cannot
poassibly be eradicated by any legislation
of ours -,and I would ask honi. members,
is it not a gross wvrongp to cut off froni
the righit to the franchise one-half of the
people of this community, possessing
thrce-fouz-ths of its moral force, and
at all events one-half of its intelli-
genice " A state of affairs like that is
scandalously bad, and the sooner it is
rectified the better, not o-nly in the in-
terests of women, but on higher grounds
-- in the interests of the State, which
should have the assistance and co-opera-
tion of at least every moral and religious
person in the communiity. I move this
motion wvith. very great pleasure; and
I na sorry indeed that, in the course of
my remarks, I should have become over-
heated; and I hope the right hon. the
Premier will accept mly expression of
regret for this. Perhaps hie does not
always give me credit for feeling quite so
strongly ats I really do onl this and
kindred sub~jects ; )hut I regret that I
should have allowed my feelings to run
away with me, and I hope hon. inembers
will not think any less of the motion
oi that account. I hope they wvill bear
in mind that 1 amn simply the mouthpiece
of that sex to whom they owe so much.

Mn. ILLINGWQRTH (Central Mur-
chison) : Any mnin who has right thoughts
and feelings must regret to find himself
in opposition to those whom he respects
in the highest possible degree, both on
this and on the other side of the House;
and, knowing as I do that a la rge number
of the world's greatest th inkers are on the
side of the hon. member who proposes
this motion, it must be uanderstood that I
rise with somne considerable diffidenice. to
express my convictions upon this question.
But, sir, there are certainl fundamental
truths in this world fromn which there can
be no departure. There are certain fixed
axioms in the universe which nothing can
set -aside. There are laws of nature, such
as the law of gravitation, which no
amount of voting amid of legislation can
overcome; and there are principles in the
government of this world which the

wisest and the ablest and the strongest
men are bound to respect, whatever their
feelings may he. When I call to mny
aid such a name as that of 'Williamn
Ewart Gladstone, who has been quoted in
this House to-night, and who has done
more in his generation to enfranchise the
people of the great nation to which we
belong than any other man who has Lived
during the last 60 years, and who admuits,
painfully and sadly, that men have not
done justice to women, and yet is forced
after years of experience and vigorous
advocacy of human rights, to opposo the
entension of the franchise to women,
there must be some sound reason at
the, b~ase of such thinking. T am
I cute aware that it is possibI)e to quote
Sidney Smith anld Lecky, and other
men of great worth and ability, on this
question, but there are a few things
that have to be considered. First of all,
take this statement which has been ad-
vanced and argued by the hon. member
who has proposed this motion. His
principal argument is -that women l)ossess
such a. vast amiount of influence and in-
telligence in the world; and because of

Ithat, and the influence whichi she exerts,
and which she may always exert, she is
entitled to a vote. I fear the hon. ineni-
her has gone on the wrong track. It is
110 argument. We have had Christian
civilisation. in the world for upwards of
two thousand years, and in that civilisa-
tion there has scarcely been any voice
greater in the world than the voice of
woman. It is idle to say she has been
crushed. No man can -escape the in-
fluence of woman, no mnan. has ever
1)een able to escape the influence: from
the cradle to the grave every man has been
aM1 his life working and toiling on the side
of women, either for a mother, a sister, or a
wife, or a. friend. Every law that has
been put onl the statute book has behind
it the influence of women. If it has been
admitted that womlen have been influenc-
ing mian in all ages, how is it that that
influence has not been sufficient to iinflu-
ence right laws on the statute book?: We
must take it from the admissions nmde

Ito-nighit that woman's influence is not
crushed; it is not over-ridden; it is not
crushed down in the universe of God.
She is here with all the force that God
gave her, but there is one force she does
not possess, and that is physical force. I
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want to come to a point here on which the
crux of this question depends. If a, law
cannot 1)e enforced, or is not enforced,
you are doing a vast amotunt of injury
in legislation. What, after all, is
the principle, the binding principle of
law ? I affirm, and. I ask bon. members
to consider, that every law has behind it
two forces. One is money, and the other
is physical power. If a law were passed
to-morrow which was adverse to public
opinion, and if Parliament endeavoured
to pass a law contrary to Pulblic opinion,
in order to enforce that law there must
be power behind it. It has the power
of the policeman; behind the police-
man is the power of the army, and
behind the army is the power of thle fleet.
I am speaking of the power of enforcing
the law. Suppose, for the sake of illus-
tration, we had the views of womianhood in
the world, and suppose those views were
adverse to the manhood of the world, I
ask how could that law be put in force.
There would be no power to put it in
force. Man holds- the finances and the
physical force, and if a law is adverse to
the opinion of luau, that law could not be
put in force. If we are not adverse to
the opinion of the manhood of the world,
then the manhood possesses the power to
put a law in force. It does not require
womanhood to put that law on the
statute 1book. It may he said that this
is only a technical point. I have given
great consideration to this subject all my
life. it was among the early political
questions brought before my mind, and
anyone who knows anything of my life
knows that I have always been on the
side and interests of those questions on
which women are mostly concerned. The
consequence is, whatever may be my
opinion-granted it may be "Tong-it
miust be accepted as sincere from the
standpoint fromi which I look at it. I
have been interested in every question
that women have been interested in,
fighting on their side all my life, and I
cannot be charged with lack of sympathy
in reference to the priiple which is
placed before us. I have just as much
respect and affection for women as any-
one in the House, anti I have the
very best reason. I have had what
every member in the House has had,
and that is the best woman for a
mother. I have had the best mother

in the world, and so has every other
hon. member. We have to look at the
question from another standpoint. The
only two arguments which have been used
in connection with giving the franchise to
women are that the women have to obey
the law, and we have the other argument
which has been introduced into this dis-
cussion, that women have to pay the
taxes. In the first place, does she pay
them ? One of the beliefs that has
crept into our civilisation to-day is the
fact that women have come into the
arena of labour, and, in that sense, have
become taxpayers. That is one of the
most lamentable things of the world.
Because women are comning into com-
petition in the arena of labour is one of
the things that must do a terrible injury.
I am not speaking particularly of our
own nation, but nations like ours; and,
without prejudicing the feeling of hon.
-members, we will go to Germany, and
what do we find there? You find the
juan, the woman, and the child down to
three and four years of age, working in
the same factory. The children are
working for front 4d. to Is. 4d. a week,
making the toys for other children to
play with; because the competition of
women and children has reduced tme
standard of the men's wages, and it has
become necessary for the whole family to
work to support themselves.

Mnt. Snsm'soN: Because the man has
the vote that perpetuates the system.

Mi- ILLING-WOETH:- That is not
the reason. It is easy to say that is the
reason, but it is not. When we have had
similar conditions, we have had people
who have risen up and dismissed the
children from the factories. The workers
marched in the large town of Bradford,
and of Leeds, and they insisted upon a
provision being placed on the statute
1)00k to reduce the age of children work-
ig- in factories. WVhat has that done

for Great Britain? It has raised the
standard of wages. There is one thing
on which our nation rests, and I want
to enforce this on hon. members, and this
is the one thImg which makes us a different
people f rom other people on the earth. We
have homies, and the mo~ment you tell the
wife to go out and earn a living in the
factory, and drive children out into the
factories, you bring a force in that is
destructive to the home and to the weekly
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wages of the mian. The normal conditions
under which we live are that man shall
be able to earn by his daily labour of
eight hours sufficient to keep himself, his
wife and children, educate them, and give
them a fair start in life. I quoted before,
and I quote again, one of the greatest
men who stands on the earth to-day-
althoughl I differ from him in mly faith-
I speak wvith reverence of the Pope of
Rome. What is the standard of labour
which he wrote in a paper ? He took this
position, that a man should work for his
own support, the support of his wife and
children, and the education of his chdien.
That is thle minimnun wage, hie said,
for which a man should work. -When-
ever you bring in a cheaper kind
of labour, it cannot but be destruc-
tive to the home, the wife and the
family. These are some of the reasons
which force me to take up the position I
do. If I thought that thle idea of giving
the women the franchise would be to
give hier one-tenth of what some hon.
members say it would do, I would be the
last to oppose'the motion, I am con-
viuced that this wave that is going
throughout our nation to give women
the franchise is the first step to her final
degradation. I will fight it for all it is
worth, for woman's sake, and for the
strength and dignity of our manhood.
I know that members differ from me with
the same amount of earnestness as I have
on this question. I fight this principle
because I think it will degrade woman, and
is the first downwvard itop in her career.
It is the first step in alienating the
woman from hier home. where the power
of God intended her to be. Can we
expect to introduce into our social and
political life an element that is physically
weaker, and expect this to be a force and
strength for ourselves ? It cannot be. I
have spoken of the constitutional phase
of the question. I have said that the law
has behind it the cash and the force.
That may be a very mercenary way of
looking at it, but it is a, fact. Take a
simple illustration. 'A man comes home,
and his wife says she is going to do
something. He says, "You are not,"
and there is an end of it.

MR. EWING: Not always.
Mnz. ILLiINGWVORTHU: I might re-

mind the hon. member for the Swan
that I have had more experience than he

has. It comes to this, that the men who
are earning money say it shall not be
expended in certai n directions, and it is
not.

A MTE~wmBE: Then there is a row.
Mn. ILLINOWOETH: There may

b~e a row, and there may be tears. J
wish I had with me some quotations of
statements made by certain members of
an organisation iii South Australia. I
will not mention the organlisation, or the
people, but, if the language in these
quotations had been used onl the floor
of this House, something would have
to be said about it. But what
can YOU do if a,%womlan abuses youP or if
she misrepresents you, what can you do ?
If it is a man, you know what you can do,
but with a woman you can only smile.
And if any force comes in, then there is
the force of tears, and there is no force
like the force of tears. It is a force that
will overcome anybody. In conclusion, I
am coming to another point. Anl argu-
ment has been used, and apparently it
looks a plausible one, that the nuimber of
women who have voted during the general
elections in New Zealand and in South
Australia is very large; but I wish to
point out that the operation of this privi-
lege which has been granted is simply
that the juan hafs got his day's work
before him when an election is on, and
being put on tIhe same footing as his wife
in respect of voting, and having the same
views and interests in common, she votes
instead of him. If that he not so, there
is no good in the principle, for their votes
nullify each other; or, if they vote
together, it is a dual vote for thle mnan.
The man naturally says: " Jane, I have
to work this afternoon: you go and vote."
She goes to the poll and votes; and
what has happened in New Zealand and
South Australia is that the number of
mn voting has decreased to a large
extent in comparison with previous elec-
tions, because the women, their wives,
have voted instead of the husbands.
Further, what have you gined by this
concession of the privilege to women?
Where they have both voted, you have
gained a dual vote for the muan; and
where they have not both voted, you have
got the wife -voting as a delegate for her
husband. If you are going to introduce
into Parliament what is to be adverse to
men, you will soon get into trouble. 1
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will suggest now what is the true solution
of this questiou, as far as I canl make it
out. If you claim for women that they
should have a voice in the government of
the nation, then the true and proper
solution of the question is to have a
woman's suiffrage, and a woman's House
of Representatives, in which women
may assemble to deal with politics,
and where you 'nay get the judgment
of women on social questions. We
have now a House in another place
which deals with a certain class of legis-
lation-we do not feel it so much in this
colony as it is felt in the other colonies;
bitt lion, members know that the Legis-
lative Council in other colonies essen-
tially represents property, and the voice
of property is heard in that Chamber.
What I argue for, as a solution of this
question, is that there should be a
woman's franeh'se with a woman's roll,
and a woman's House of Representa-
tatives with a woman presient; and
then allow social measures passed lby
that House to come to us, as measnres
now come from the Legislative Council.
Thus you will have the proper voice of
the whole nation. [MR. GEORGE: YOU
would have a deadlock.l That is quite
possible, if your imagination is keen
enough. XWe know it is anl absolute
certainty that, if women receive the
political franchise, some of them will want
to be nmemnbers; and if they become
members, there is no re±asonL why female
members should not be Ministers, and so
we ma 'y have a female Ministry ruling
on the Treasury bench, as long perhaps
as the present Ministers have been onl it;
and then where will we be? The whole
of our State Life will be revoutionised-
women wilt be in Parliament; and what
I commend to lion. memibers is that the
principle of representation lies just in
this: taxation, representation, power to
enforce the law. I say that, by nature,
woman hats not that power. By all the
experience ill the world, she has been in
subjection; and I will go further and
say that the Creator who made her hats
placed her in subjection; and woe be, to
the Parliament, or to the men, who place
her anywhere else.

Mun. LEAKE (Albaly): The lion. rnem-
ljer who has just spoken has told the
House that to pass this motion would he
for women the first step towards her final

degradation. It is hardly worth while at-
teinptingto seek forthe refutation of suchta
wild statement as that, nor will I delay the
House with attempting to deal with such
extravagance. I do not propose to quote
authority, whether that authority be
known as a person so eminent ats the Eight
Hion. W. E. Gladstone; and I do not
suggest that, after two thousand years
of civilisation, we must revert necessarily
to mummified arguments ; but what I
ask of lion, members is to be guided on
this question more particularly by their
own practical conunion sense, and the
experience of every-day life. It is true
that womien have been kept in the back-
ground for years and years in the past;
but wheniever ally step has been taken,
having for its object the amelioration of
woman's condition, or the granting to
them of exceptional or extra privileges,
the inevitable result has been to improve
woman herself, and at the same time the
moral tone of hier surroundings. It is
argued that to give woman a vote is to
take her out of her proper sphere, or, at
any rate, out of her sphere of Usefulness;
lint what greater sphere of usefulness can
any woman have than the welfare of
herself or her fellow creatures -? If the
principle of the vote for men holds good,
on the ground that it is for the benefit
and improvement of civilisation, then
why should not that argument apply with
equal force to the case of thme womn?

MRt. flLINGWOnnlu: "The hand that
rooks the cradle rules the world.'

Met.LEARE: That is not a "righteous"
renark. Personally, I amn influenced by
the idea of woman's righit to exercise the
franchise, by the extension of our
civilisation, and by the fact that no
longer is woman relegated to the back-
ground. Our system of education has had
the tendency to equalise everybody, and
it has hail the tendency of narrowing
those class distinctions, as well as
equalisimig the dhistinctions which were so
pronxounced in bygone generations ; and
yet our social ci vilisation, and our*
superior ideas of manhood and of right,
on thme one hand, induce us to give a vote
to the immoral luau, to the loafer,
to the drmunkard, to the criminal, and
even to the uaturalised Chinamian, while
we deny time same privilege to the vir-
tuous woman. That is the position which
we find ourselves practically face to face
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with ; and, having seriously' considered
this question, I cannot persuade mn'yself
that there is any consistency in the posi-
tion which is taken by those who would
withhold this natural right. It is only a
further recognition or extension of the
principle of manhood suffrage, which is
the principle also of natural justice. We
have reconised the rights of women with
regard to property. Women may now
hold property in cases where she could
not do so years ago; and we have not
found that there has been any abuse of
that privilege. If there has been any
abuse, the abuse has been by the men;
for it is the man who has attempted to
make use of the woman, in such instances,
as a vehicle of convenience to transfer his
property to hier, not with the idea perhaps
of improvingberposition, hutof acting with
deceit and dishonesty towards his fellow
juan!, The law now recognises the right of
women to hold property; and if a woman
has a right to hold property, surely she is
entitled to demand the right to protect it;
thecrefore to give her the right to protect
it, we simply suggest that you should
give her a vote. Let her have a say in
the appointment of the representatives of
herself and of the guardians of the public
purse. Let women be represented iii
Parliament ais mnuch as men. 1 ain not
arguing- for the further extension of the
principle, by granting the right of Women
to sit in Parliamient. One step at a time;
and, as T am at present advised, the prin-
ciple now before the House is sufficient.
I do not go to the fuLrthecr extent I have
indicated, nor am 1 certain that 'the
women themselves demand it. We dlo
not want to make amazons of women, nor
Will the granting of this privilege make
them soandlI would remindhon. members
that petticoat influence does not neces-
sarily imply petticoat government; so
that those gentlemen who have domestic
affairs, and who may be frightened
of higher influences than. those which
they themselves command, may take
this reflection for their comfort, that
if theygrnthspiieetyru
no patca thko eigdpie ruf
their own rights. There ar-e certain dis-
abilities ; and this mere granting of the
vote will not equalise the position of the
sexes, for it merely removes one of the
disabilities. As to those gentlemen who
do not Like removing disabilities fromn the

women, I would remind them that women
enjoy certain imumuntities; that, for in-
stance, if a woman in company with a
man commits a crime, the woman is
immuned, because the relation bePtweeni
them implies that she, the wveak-er vessel,
is acting under the influence of the mian,
and the man has got to bear all that
burden. That is a little solace to those
men who are afraid of removing this dis-
ability' ; so that they may flatter them-
selves that, at any rate, they have got
some extra responsibility. It is not so
long ago that I was not an ardent advo-
cate of this principle. I am not
over-zealous now, but I aml trying to do
what is fair and right, and I am not a
faddist. Wh'lat has influenced me is that
it is within comparatively recent times
that the womn in our coimnunity have
declared themselves in favour of this
principle. W-hen I first considered the
question, and I think it was first brought
into this House in 1898 or 1894, it had
not then been talked about to any extent;
and when speaking on the hustinigs In
1894, 1 treated the matter with a certain
amount of frivolity. But circumistances
have since impelled tue to the serious
consideration of this subject, because
there has been a certain amount of dis-
cussion-I won't say agitation-in favour
of time franchise for women ; and having
inquired aimongst women themselves,
amongst may own acquaintances, I amn
satisfied they are anxious to have the
franchise; and not only that, hut if they-
get it, I believe they wvill exercise it. I
Will 'go even a6 Step further, and say,
if you have a vote you must exercise
it. In fact, I would alpply that to
every person who has the righut to
vote. If we compare the position of men
and women, taking the average man or
the average woman, you will find that the
moral tone of women is higher than that
of men; and if our legislation and civilisa-
tion are to be Ibased on the strong founda-
lion of morality, then we should have, as
electors, those who are entitled to lie con-
sidered most moral, and who have a
direct interest in the advancement and
maintenanceeof outr ciilisation. Thelion.
member who introduced the motion put
it very fab-ly to us, when be said hie was
endeavonring to regari this question from
the standpoint of State interest, rather
than individual interest; and I honestly
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think that, to a great extent, the franchise
for women would operate to the advan-
tage of the State; that it would operate
in the direction of good and moral govern-
'ment; raising the tone of society, and, if
not advancing things, at anuy rate pre-
venting themn f rom retrograding or fall ing
off. Whatever other argumtents you may
use against thle granitnugof the franchise to
women, there can be 110 debasing or de-
grading influence in connection with it,
and I refute, with all the force at my
command, the suggestion made by the
member for Central Murchison (Mr. fl-
Iingworth), that to grant the franchise
to women would be the first step towards
woman's finial degradation. A more rabid
or unmanly statement I have seldom heard;
and I hope other hion. members in this
House will not follow him in the same
direction. I ami convinced that the
granting of the franchise to womten
would have a steadying, a levelling,
and a immianising influence upon our
social and political system; and therefore
I am impelled to vote for the motion.,
I am more especially influenced by what
I believe to be the honest feeling of alt
the best-known women in the com-
munity. I am influenced by the fact
that they desire to have this vote; and
when they ask for it, they are also
actuated by an honest intention of exer-
cising it when they have it. As regards
women not desiriag the franchise, and
niot earing to exercise it if they had it, if
I had the time, and a good memory, and
perhaps the inclination to detail to lion.
members the conversation which I had
at home this evening before I maine into
this House, I think they would be all
convinced that this opinion is fallacious.
And, after all, that is a fair admission,
because home influence is often the very
best influence you can have; and, when
that influence comes from a quarter you
can respect, then it is not for tie as a
manl to disregard it.

Mn., GEORGE (the Murray) : I am
sorry to see that the member for East
Perth (Mir. James) has followed his usual
tactics this evening of coining into this
Assembly, firing a bomibshell, shattering
uts all to pieces, and then going away
without helping uts out of thme difficulty.
Bie will of course be here when the time
comes for voting, but hie never stops to
listen to the arguments of the other side.

I have told him about this before, and I
am sorr y hie is not here to listen to what
is said of hint.

MR. SiniPSON : There are a good many
like him.

MR, GEORGE: That is true. I amt
quite aware that the hon. member for
Geraldton occasionally tells uts something
that we can&i really believe. The mover of
this motion spoke a great deal about
the imnpudence of the people who ventured
to differ from him. As I see the hon.
member has returned to the Chamuber, I
will repeat for his benefit the few remarks
which hie has not heard. I was; re-
gretting very much that the lion. member,
following his usual tactics, fired' a
lbomnbshell, shattered us, to pieces,
and did not remain to listen to
the arguments broughit against him.
But, as hie has returned, possibly he may
learn something. He has a great deal to
learn about ladies. Only his youth can
excuse the rash statements he has made.
It is all very wveil for him to talk about
the impudence of people who differ from
himi on this question of woman suffrage.
I do not suppose there is any manl in this
Assembly who nuonopobises all the respect
for women. I suppose each one of us
thinks he had the best woman in the
world for a mother. The man who
cannot respect his mother is not worth
calling a manl at all. Some reference
was made to agrricultural labourers, and
the agitation for their enfranichisemtent,
somne sixteen or eighteen years ago. But
I do not know that there was anything
approchii gte agrave revolution through-
out the country. The labourers were
listened to fairly and favourably. They
had their leaders. Joseph Arch was one
of the fairest men I ever met in my life.
He was listened to with great attention
in all the big cities of the old country;
and if a Joseph Arch were to comie into
this colony onl behalf of woman's suffrage,
he would receive a respectful hearing.
But we do not want to be abused because
we cannot swallow all the new-fangleci
iostnnins that appeal to the imagination
of the bon. member for East Perth, and
those who support himt on this ques-
tion simply for party purposes. The
hon. member for Central Murchison (Mr.
flllngworth) spoke very truly about
female labour in time old country. Any-
one who has travelled much in the Mid-
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land counties of England knows that it
is not so niany years since womnen were
working in the' mines and working as
nail-makers; and I am certain that
everyone will agree with him that nail-

aking and coal-hewing, at- pushing
trucks in the mines, are not proper occu-
pations for women to engage in, and
that, since the abolition of female and
child labour in those industries, the
wages of working men have risen c-on-
siderably. The member for East Perth
spoke about improving women. Well, I
have a greater respect for women than to
think them capable of improvement. They
are just about as perfect as you can make
them; and if they were any more per-
fect they would not be fit mates for men.

MR. JAMEs: There are some perfect
men, you know.

AIR. GEORGE: Yes; I know. They
grow them in EastPerth. This questioncan
be boiled down into a very small compass.
The men in this world are quite sufficient
to do its work. Let the women stick to
their pai-tioular sphere. As for disregard-
ing any home influences, there is not one
of us who would be likely to do it. We
look with the greatest respect on any
advice we may get from our mothers,
wives, or sisters, and I believe that most
men do so. I shall certainly not give myv
vote, at any rate, to enable women to
enter the arena of politics. I do not
think they were ever intended to competeI
with men in that respect. I think their
proper sphere is to be found in their
household duties; and anything like
a decent, old-fashioned woman will do so.She will not want to be mauting on
a platform. I have known a few of these
new womlen who go on the public
platform to ti-y to improve men and so
forth; and I notice they have got a very
long sort of jaw and a very peculiar face.
As a rule, they consist of disappointe
spinsters, or of ladies to whom, if they
are married, the fates have not been kind
enough to give them families to look
after. I do not think I need say amy
more. As long as I am in Parliament I
intend to vote against this principle at
every opportunity.

3fR. EWING (the Swan): This
question appears to me to be next in

imoracet to the granting of the
franhis toevery adult male, in the

community. Our forefathers fought bard

and long in order to establish the
principle of manhood suffrage; and I
believe that this reform is a logical
consequence of manhood suffrage. If we
believe that working men, and evenv
section of the community, have a right to
vote, we must also recognise that women,
who fonin an important portion of the
community, should have the samte
privilege granted to them.-

A MEMBER: You are not long caught.
MR. EWING: They caught me long

ago-from the day that I was able to
appreciate the beneficiall influence they
exercise oil society.- Women ought to
catch ever-y man. Women are bound to
catch every man who is capable of appre-
ciating the good they do; and the good
they (10 in our political life is nothing
short of the good they do in our social
life. If we are democrats, and believe in
government of the people by the people
,ad for the people, we must recognise, in
that women form a portion of the people,
thovhave ai-ightto thesuffrage; otherwise.
as demiocrats, we al-e untrue to our prin-
ciples, and as advocates of the represent-
ation of the people we are in a false
position.- Some of the arguments ad-
duced against this principle by the lion.
member for Cntr-al Mu-chison certainly
surprised me. He argued that there was
one solution of the difficulty, namely, that
as women's interests were different from
those of men, they should sit in a separate
chamber, and that women should only
vote for women. But if this is reasonable.
why does he not create a separate chamber
for working men, another for professional
men, and so on? They have different
interests, and are different classes of
people. If it is reasonable to separate
women from men in the legislature, it is
equally reasonable to separate the
different classes of men from one
another. I say that thme interests of
men and women are identical. Women
are just as deeply interested in the social
and general legislation carried on in this
and other Legislative Chambers as are the
men in the community. It cannot be
maintained for one moment that women
are not interested in social legislation,
and that they have not the greatest
interest in the world in laws which affect
such matters as divorce, and the custody
of their children, anld the social conduct of
the community. Are riot these matters in
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which women are deeply interested, and
can hion. members say that women who are
axbniittedly interested in certain questions
should be debarred the right of saying
what direction legislation on such ques-
tions should take '? The hion. member for
Centr-al Murchison also arged that, if
women approved of a principle, they'
would not be able to enforce it, because
they bad not the force behind them to
carry it into effect. Now, I have heard
this argument before, hut I do not. believe
there is any logic or reason in it. If a
person is weak in body, and has not the
albilitv to knock down and destroy his
neighbour, is that any reason why he
should be deprived of the right to exercise
the parliamentary franchise? Weirmight
just as well sat' that because a man is a
cripphe lie should have no right to vote.
It is not a question of bodily strength or
of brute force that we are considering;
hut it is a question of time mental and
moral ab~ility of those who exercise. the
franchise. The lion. mnember also ad-
initted that be is a great admirer of
women, and hie has led us to believe that
his knowledge of women is very extensive.
He says lie has always found thien exer-
cising a beneficent influence.

MR. ILIGwORTFI : I.1 al] Cases I
know.

Mx. EWVING: Then how c;an we under-
stand the attitude adopted by the honi.
member, when he admuits that the influence
of all the women hie knows has been for
goodP How are we to understand himL
when he deliberately says that ho will not
allow thein to extend that influence for
good and bring it into political life?

MR. ILLINGWORTHt: To extend it for
harm.

Mn. EWING: If he really believes
the statement lie made, that woman's
infi nence was for good wherever he has
found it at work, then the sooner he
admits her into our public affairs, the
better it will be for legislation; and the
lion. member can only be logical b y
voting for the motion, and doing all
that he can to support the consummation
of the principle of representative govern-
ment in which lie professes to believe,
and in which I think he does believe.
Hle will be introducing into our political
life an influence which he admits has been
for good in our social life; and conse-
-1mentlY, following his own argument, I

take it that it will be an influence for
good in our political life.

MR. ILLYINGOoRTHF: That does not fol-
low.

MR. EWING: The lion. member must
adm-it that the influence of a good person
will he exercised for good wherever that
person mary be; and I believe that if you
give womten votes, they vwiU exercise them
conscientiously and reasonably, and the
outcome will be that they will discuss
political matters with their husbands and
their mnale friends : and we all know that
discussion, as a general rule, leads to
sound and reasonable conclusions.

MR. Ir.aNo WORTHw: Does it lead to the
peace of the homeP

Ma. EWING: The hion. member is
afraid of the peace of the home because
the husband aiid the wife discuss matters.
If the home stands on such a rotten foun-
dation as to be broken down or burst up
by a little political discussion, then the
sooner the parties appear in the divorce
court the better. No such place is worthy
of the name of a home. I believe that
the outcomne of it, instead of breaking up

Ithe home, would be the discussion of
niatters which the husband and wife
would not otherwise discuss; and they
would then give their votes af ter due con -
sideration, so that the two votes would be
used wihmore discretion than the one
rote hitherto has been.

ALH. VOSPER (North-East Cool-
gardie) : I came in too late to hear the
address of the proposer of this motion,
and I only arrived in the middle of the
eloquent speechi delivered by the hion.
member for Central Murch ison (Mr.
Illiingworth). I was rather astonished
to listen to a member of Parliament, in
the tenth decade of the 19th century-
and a democratic and progressive mnem ber
too-trying to enforce the heretical doc-
trine that all law and government rest
upon force, and force alone. - Such an
idea as that would have been very correct

Iin fendal thnes, or in the old days of
barbarism among such people as the
ancient Britons. Then force ad law
were identical; but now they are
divorced as much as possible. In

p those days the practice was to treat
Iwomen as property merely. Woman held
no higher rank than that of a brute

I beast. Since then her position has
evolved into something betteri and the
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logical outcome of the evolution that is
going on, and the improvemnt of the
status of the sex generally, lead inevit-
ably to womain's suffrage and to nothing
else. As regards the operation of force
on law, I contend that, no matter what
force clay be exerted for the purpose of
carrying out a law, let that law be
opposed to public opinion and it becomes
absolutely impossible to enforce it. Take
the case of Ireland, for example. In
Ireland, for the last eight hundred years,
the Government has been endeavouring
to force British laws down the throats of
the people; and it has been well said
that the conquest of Ireland commenced
eight hundred years ago and is not
completed yet; because every attempt to
enforce thelaw hasbeen against the force of
public opinion, and those attempts have
failed. The same thing applies to every
country where anattempthas been made to
establish ant autocratic Government. In
Italy, in France, in Spain. in Gernany,
and even in Russia itself -- the most
down-trodden and reactionary country
in the whole European group-public
opinion has a tremendous weight. Even
in Russia, reforms make some degree of
progress, and the power of the autocrat
is gradually curbing itself ad being
curbed; and Russia, like other countries,
is slowly evolving to a state of freedom.
It is doing that in spite of all forms of
tradition and want of education and super-
stition. Public opinion is the force all the
world over. The tendency of all civilisa-
tion shows that public opinion in all
civilised countries is the supreme force.
The only countries where public opinion
counts for nothing are those under
Mahoiniedan government, or those in
the domain of savagery. If you go into
Africa, there you will find that force is
the power. There you will see force
working against force. There is any
amount of force. It does not produce
civilisation or good government, but it
produces a state of armed anarchy. If
you want to see the way that forte
works, go into Central Africa. 1 con-
tend that physical force is the outcome of
barbaric conditions, and only fitted to deal
with such conditions. We as civilised
people no longer talk of physical force.
Take the condition of Australia at
the present time. I do not suppose
there are twenty thousand militia-

men or soldiers in the whole coun-
try, which has a population of four
million people. On the coast there is a
small fleet, but the people govern them-
selves, and do precisely what they please.
If any Australian Government or Parlia-
ment endeavoured to put a law in force
by means of this military power at its
disposal, against the wish of public
opinion, that Government would not last
for 24 hours. Or if the Imperial Govern-
ment Wished to enforce any law, it would
mean the separation of these colonies fromt
the empire; and every member of the
House knows that as wvell as I do. Here
are Ave, only a small part of that great
empire, and yet ainy endeavour on the
part of the Imperial Government to en-
force any power would separate us from
the empire. The days of force belong
to the days of priestci-aft and autocracy.
I am endeavouring to show that public
opinion is the force which is used to-day.
The hon. member for Central Murchison
wished to draw a herring across the
trail. I do not see any reason why
Women Should be compelled to do more
work, or alter their dutties, because they
become possessed of the franchise. The
whole of the franchise to-day is in the
hands of the men, and in Germany to-
day, where female and child labour is
employed, the country is governed by a
male emperor and male electors. The
only persons in that counitry who are
doing anything for womanhood are the
socialists, and they hold the same opinions
as those who are advocating the female
franchise to-day. Does any hion. member
suppose that the fact of the House con-
ferring the franchise on women will bring
about woman and child Labour in fac-
tories -That was what the contention
of the hon. member seemed to indicate.
A-re women, as soou as they get the
franchise, going to vote for their own
enslavement? It is not reasonable to
suppose that women Will give their vote
to make their own sex work in mines or
factories in this country. I cannot, for
my part, see in what way the fact of
women goinug into public life can prove
destructive to her home life. Women,
to a considerable extent to-daty, do go
into public life. True, their sphere is
somewhat limited, but they do a lot of
good work, and hon. members will agree
with me that the influence which they
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exercise is for good . Ilhavelnever known
anyv body of wvomen in public life that have
not a tendency for good; and, f women are
doing good in the home circle, in the name
of common sense wvill the v not equall'ydo
good in a puiblic sphere? I am not good
at quoting Scripture. lint I remiember
something in one of the gospels ilt refer-
ence to the paralble of the talents. Three
men were granted an amount of money to
invest, One of those persons hurled his
talents in a napkin, and the other man.
who only had one talent, invested it.

MR, TLIWnwourn: That is the wrong
way lip.

MR. VOSPER: M1y Scripture may be
loose. I am not an authority on Scrip.
ture, but I k-now that one of these men
invested his talent. The man who was
better off than the other wasted his oppor-
tunities, -while the other man, who had
one talent, turned it to good account.

Mn. ILLINGWOETH: That was the
m-an who buried it in the napkin.

MR. VOSPER: W ell, I know that
one of the persons tuned his oppor-
tunities to account. The gist of the par-
able is in the fact that one person made
good luse of his talent, while thle other
one did not. And if wiomien in a moderate
sphere of public life do good, is it not
right to expect that, if -we gave them
a greater share of pubhic life, they would
make good use of it ? As far as I am con-
cerned, I would like to see every woman
connected with me have a vote; but, as
long as I have the power, I will take good
care that they do not have to work for a
living. It is said that a man and a
woman would agree to vote a certain way,
and that it would become a dual vote.
The only case in which a wife would con-
sit the husband as to her vote would he
in the case where the woman did not
know enough about politics to enable her
to decide for herself, and that is one
of the dangers we shall have to face
in connection with woman suffrage,
that we shall have an ignorant vote at
first, because in the past women have
had no reason to take an interest in
politics; but, if yon remove that disability,
in the corse of a little while women will
interest themselves, and they will he able
to use their own opinions how to
vote.

MaE. TLUrNoWOwRa: Theyv will learni
politics, and not cooking.

Mu. VOSPER: Some women are as
versatile as the lion. member. The lion.
member is a good politiciani, and lie is anl
excellent land agent; and so it is w-ith
women. Women may hie good in the
houme, and still thety may know how to
vote. Thle old Indian gyinnosophists be-
lieved that the seat of the brain was in
the stomach, so I believe it is with
the opponents of woman suffrage, Onl
manyv occasions the hon. member for
Centrl Murchison has addressed temper-
ance meetings composed chiefly of women.
Where can be the difference in women
going to these meetings and then going out
to vote in accordance with the views they
have formned. If wonien are allowed to
go and listen to a, John B. Gough or anl
Tllingworth on temperance and then go to
the poll to vote, can it be more degrad-
inag for a womn to vote at a Parliamentary
election. If it is degrading for a woman
to vote at a Parliamentary election, it is
equally degrading to vote on temperance
matters. I do not care to keep on making
reference to my hion. f riend, but I ami
obliged to allude to him in consequence, of
his well-known religious character. It is
well known that women do an immense
amount of good in connection with re-
ligious enterprises. Wonien are sent as
missionaries to China and I=a sure hon.
members will agree with me that there are
no lower htuman reptiles than the 400
million people comprised in the empire of
China, and yet women are allowed to
go and endeavour to teach these degraded
people. If it is degrading to vote in a
polling booth, what must it be to send
young women into China to convert the
loathsome heathen there. This is done
every day, and is approved of by the hon.
member for Central Murchison. If it is
wrong to advocate womanhood suffmage,
then it is a crime to put women to such
work as I have spoken of. Women are
engaged in district visiting, and I am sure
in this city we come across many scenes
which would bring the blush to my
cheek, and I canl assure hon. members,
that it takes a great deal to dTo that.
These women go round to such places
and carry out their mission. There are the
women connected with the Salvation Army
and other institutions, who go amongst
the most degraded people, and I never
saw a. woman made any worse by doing
that bind of work. Women do all these
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things. and come out not only unscathed,
but even more refined by reason of having
lpassed through Such an ordeal.

MR. ILLINGWORTH: I Will ask
the House to allow me to miake an ex-
planation. When I spoke of giving the
franchise to women being a step to degra-
dation, I was arguing ohi the point of
her having to earn her own living, and
not as to her moral character.

MR. VOSPER: I will leave the hion.
mnember out of it. I do not wish to be
unjust. I (lid not intend to Ibe. If the
hion. member did not use the argwnlent. in
theHouse to-night, it is an argument which
is very frequently used. The theory is
that if pol-ities are degrading to women
they are equally degrading to man. If
it is degrading to a man to exercise his
vote as a citizen, how much more degrad-
ing then for men to be elected,' and what
an extremely degraded lot of people we
must be for being in existence at all! I
am dealing with the argument as it is
generally used- The lion. member for
Central Murchison concluded with some
reference to the Creator. With all due
reverence to the Creator and the lion.
member, although I niay take a large
portion of my politics from the lion.
member, I must say I cannot for one
moment take any portion of "my religion
from him. I deny that any portion of
the Scripture sakys that wom~en shall be
kept in subjection. The Apostle Paul
does make somec remarks about it, but I
deny that it is asserted that women
shall be kept in subjection. If such a
thing is said, then I protest against
that doctrine, and say my conscience
teaches me that it is not correct.
At all events I am not prepared to sub-
mit to any theological view. We are
here to discuss thle matter from the
political standpoint, and as to quioting
.Scripture as an authority, the Almigmty
has not been consulted about this niatter,
And there is considerable doubt as to what
Hfe would say if He were. What we have
to consider is what we say ourselves. and
what the people of the country Sam'.
I do not hesitate to say the voice
of the people in these tiings is the
voice of God;, and, in my opinion, thle
voice of the people is distinctly in favour
of female suffrage. Apart from all ques-
tionis of expediency, apart from aUl qjus-
tions as to whether it is politic to give

the suffrage to women, and apart from
all considerations of what the con-
sequence may be, I want to come down
to the bedt rock of what is right
on the question. What is our theory
of goveranment Y Is it an autocracy, orl
is it a4 democracy rWhat does an auttoc-
racy imply ? It implies that tlhe
whole of a country shall lie ow-ned amid
dominated by one individual, aind that
any other indvidual living in that comnutxv
has got nio rights or privileges, except
such as the autocrat chooses to bestow.
Democracy has come to mean that the
whole of the State, as a State, is owned
and conitrolled by the whole. eof the coni-
munity, and not by any part of it. Does
man clam to hold the whole powers of
the State in Ihis hanldsP Because, if so,
as the member for North Perth said,
although suchl person may call himself a
democrat, he is to all intents and purposes
an autocrat. I say, every person who is
disfranchised in any country is practi -
cally suffering under autocracy; and that
is the case whether it applies to one man
or to many mecn. It does not mlake a
man any less a subject because he has
got five million sovereigns in the place of
one sovereigni to ride over him ; and it does
not make a woman any less a subject
because she has got thousands of masters
ins tead of one master. I say alSO that if
a 1j1an claims Iris right to vote on thle
ground that hie is a co-partner in that
great joint-stock comipany which we call
the State, and clalims a vote because lie is
a shareholder, and says the woman has
not a vote, althoug-h for all practical pur-
poses she is at shareholder in it, then I
say hie assumes an autocratic position.
and is taking away', f roi the woman what
is naturally hers. We are here as tile
representatives of denmocracv in this
colony, and that democracy requires to lie
either a pure democracy 'vOr else to be at
cOultrLdictionl in terms, and be false to
itself. I %rant to bring that demjocratic
idea to its logical conclusion, and say
that if we. are to have a State ii wich
ever v integral unit shall have a voice and
an opportunity Of checking the expendi-
ture, we mummst give our adherence to a
principle like that proposed in the mnotion.
If I were absolutely sure that the result
o~f womnmS sulffrage weould he to sup-
pAlu~t everY mian in this AssemnblY by
the WlCli.'1. amid thus liand over the State
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to the control of womnte; if I1 were sure
of any such distressing consequiences
from this connection, I should say, in the
mne of justice, in the name of democracy,

and in the name of right, we should still
he bound to vote for such a principle as
this. I say this is not a question of
politics, nor of expediency, but it is
whetter we are going to have a trite
democracy or a false democracy, whether
we are going to have the whole country
governed by half the communnity, or the
whole country governed by the wvhole for
the benefit of the whole. If it is to be
governed by the whole for the benefit of
the whole, this cannot be realised until
woman suffrage is an accomplished fact.

MR. MORAN (East Coolgardie) : We
are to have the whole democratic principle
or not. We are to have the female
suffrage, and carry it to its logical con-
clusion. Hf we are going to have every
woman in the country voting the same as
every man, then every woman has an
equal right to come into this Assembly.
Hf women are entitled to vote for mem-
bers of Parliament, women are entitled to
sit in Parliament as members. We
carried, the other evening, a resolution
affirming the principle that members of
Parliament should be paid; therefore all
members of the community should be
equally entitled to election, and equally
entitled to be paid as members of
Parliament. It follows also that every
member of Parliament should, in theory.
be able to take an intelligent part as a
Cabinet Minister if called upon to do so;
and every woman must in like manner be
expected to do the same if elected to Par-
liamnent. and be prepared to take her
place as a Minister of the Crown, and
even to soar as high as the Premiership.
That will be admitted, logically. Qur
democratic friend, the member for East
Perth, did not push his argument to its
logical conclusion. Why not? When
this matter came before the House pre-
riously, I instanced one or two interesting
events that might take place if we had a
women's Cabinet, ruling the country.
We should have her ladyship the Minister
of Mines going for a seven-days spree to
the Boulder city, leaving her young
family to be looked after by the State.
XWe should have among the Estimates
sundry smnall itemas for the cost of
niurses, etc., for looking after the youn~g

*family of her ladyship the Minister of
Mines while on tour. Also, at times of
election. we should have her ladyship the
Minister of Mines touring the goldfields
in the interests of those who were sup-
porting her policy' . The democratic idea,
followed out to its logical conclusion,
means that all those who advocate this
idea would have to be left at home dang-
ling twins, one on either knee, whilst her
ladyship the Minister of Mines toured the
Murchison goldfields for six weeks ait a
time. This is democracy, or rather it is
femtocracy, a new phase of demiocracy.
Hf ladies are entitled to all the
privileges of representatives, if they are
entitled to become members of Par-
liament, and therefore Cabinet Ministers,
then the next thiing to be done in
this House will be to pass a law shifting
maternity fromt the femnale to the male,
and giving the mnale a chanice of showing
how lie can runa the affairs of the family.
while the females run the politics of the
counatry. There are other positions in
the lanid we do not hear mentioned in
connection with femtales. I want to
know how it is that females are not
appointed as judges of the Supreme Court.
As soon as there is a femiale judge, I shall
be ready to listen to a big divorce case,
and I should like to see the woman who
could sit on the judicial bench while hear-
ing nauseous details given in evidence, as
well as listening to a learned and hand-
some young advocate like the meniber for
the Swan. If ladies are to have the
privilege of being memibers of Parliament.
and of filling positions in the Cabinet,
then one of the privileges of the Attorney
General is that he has a paticlar~ right
to nominate judges, and we nmay sce
that privilege exercised izm this colony
at no distant date. The Attorney
General, in a future Government Of
lady' members, say five years hence,
may have an opportuinity of filling a
vacancy on thme judicial bench by 'Rnm-
inating herself, as we know has sometimes
happened; it being the unwritten law
that the Attorney General of a Govern-
nient has the right to nominate himself
to a judgeship when a vacancy occurs.
That is Australia's precedent, anyhow.

Tus PREMIrtB: Not at all.
MR. MORAN: I ali going to ask.

assumminig the learned Attorney General
appoints herself, sonie five years hence,
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as a judge of the Supreme Court, do the
advocates of this motion go so far as to
say a lady should be a judge of the
Supreme Court?

AIR. LEAKE: We have not been asked
to express a Opiion.

A.R JOA Hut you are ready
enough to express opinions upon things
you are not asked about. Those warm ad-
vocates of femnalle suffrage find it incon-
venient to push their theory of democracy
to its logical conclusion. We know they' , ats
men, have got their own rights, and
know how toprotect them. Those who
vote against this motion do not think
auy the less of ladies than do those who
advocate the women's cause in this
House. We are not going to think less
of women because they do not come into
Parliament and go on election tours, or
-tears," and Minsterial trips, or because

they do not belong to Cabinets and sit
up the greater part of the night in cainera
with Ministers who may not all be onIenl.
Pushed to its logical conclusion, the
motion is absurd. It niav be said that
the motion need not be jmulihed to its
logical conclusion-that women might
be given the right to vote, but not
the right to sit in Parliament. But that
is ats ridiculous as the other conclusion.
The lion. member for North-East Cool-
gardie (Mr. Vosper) took, the lion. Inem-
ber for Central Mur-chison (Mr. iling-
worth) to task for saying that all law
depended on might and strength. Those
who observe modern events in the world
know that all law does depend onl
mnight. The talk about the millenium
and about arbitration instead of war
is the idlest of twaddle, in the face of
recent European telegrams. Germany
is spending £?,00,000 on the irove-
ment of her navy, and £5,000,000 on her
armny; and it is ridiculous to suppose that
is done simply for the sake of ornament.
Is it not the special care and boast of
England that her navy should be as
strong as the combined navies of all the
other Powers?0 The navy is the strength
of Great Britain.

MR. ILLINGWoRTH{: It is thre strength
of Australia.

AIR. MO0RA N :The British navy is tun-
doubtedly the strength of Australia. The
safety and comnfort of every person in Aus-
tralia depend on the niglt of the nation to
which we all belong. The argument now

used by the hion. member for Central
Thin-bison (Mr. fllingwortm) has been a
sound one throug-hout hiistory. It was
sound when the ancient Briton went
rounid, dyed blue, and used his club; and
it is sound now that the modern Britoil
goes round, in a coat dyed red, and uses
his gun. Britain does not hesitate to
se-nd her soldiers to Northern India to
teach a. lesson which cannot be inculcated
by moral suasion. The miale part of
humanity was mnade to govern, and to
tight when necessary, and fighting maly
follow as the natural consequence of the
carrying out of any law. Given a perfect
state of lwtniamity, when everybody recog-
Rises righitanld obedience to higher dictates
than those of huwnanlity, then might
would not be right. Up to the present.
however, there are no signs that strength,
combination, military tactics, and naval
supremrac:'y, will. not continue right" as
heretofore. Until the physical distinction
between the sexes is removed, and ranter-
nitY can be tak-en from thme one and given
to the other, it cannot be argued that
men and women are absolutely equal.
Had it been intended the sexes should be

Iequal in every respect. only one sex would
have been created, and other meanis de-
vised of keeping the world populated. I
all) going to appeal to the goldields
members with the ignoleI argumnent of
expediemcv. That argumient is not put
forward ats having amny direct bearing oin
the ethical rights oi' ;%'ongs of the ques-

Ition. The deiand for the franchise is not
pushed forward by women. In tr-avelling
about I meet with mnany women of all
classes, and have at fair- knowledge of the
sex: and out of all with whom I have come
in contract, I do not know tenl who desire
to exercise a vote. Women's suffrage.
like many other political principles, miar
be very good in the abstract, and yet it
may not ixe expedient to apply it to every
country alike. Having regard to gold-
fields representation in Western Australia,
thme ap~plication of the principle wvould
certainly not be expedient. In the last
Prriament the lion. memiber for Central
liturchison (Mr. lllingworth) and myself
based our ar -gument for increased repre-
senitation on the fact that the eligible
voters of the goldfields almost equalled
thie number of voters onl thle coast. Kall-
goom-le and Ooolg-ardcli may get their fair-
share of women in two or three rears,
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although. the outside goldfields will not.
This young colony is being opened out by
men.

MR. ILLINGWOETH: All of whom have
not yet got votes.

MR. MORAN: All of whom have not
yet got votes, and members for the gold-
fields will only cut their own throats if
they vote for the motion.

Ma. LEASE: You fear the motion on
moral grounds.

Ma. MORAN: I do not know there is
anything mnore moral about a aoklields
inember than about an ordinary member.
I do not fear the motion on moral
grounds. I put may objections in a plain,
straightforward maimer. I do not want
the coastal districts to have double the
voting power of the gold~fields electorates.
We had a hard enough fight to get fair
representation for the goldfields. I do
not oppose the motion on ethical
grounds. but on the ground that
it is inexpedient and bad policy on the
part of goldields members to allow
the voting power on the coast to be
doubled, while no additional representa-
tion is obtained for the goldfields. In a
country where everything was equal,
where every man did his duty and kept
somebody else's daughter, the arguments
whichl have been advanced in favour of
women's fr-anchise would carry mnore
weight. This question was discussed at
every meeting I held during the elections,
and, so far as mly own constituency is
concerned, the feeling against a motion
of this kind is as tenl to one. The male
population of the colony has not, as yet,
got a fair share of representation; and it
Will be the duty of this Parlient to
amend the bad electoral Act now in
force. It will be time to consider
the women when the men have been
granted their fair shar-e of representa-
tion. The goldfields members ought
not, by supporting this motion, to put a.
powerful weapon in the hands of the
coastal electors. I do not say that
weapon would be used; becauise the
people of Perth and Freniantle have
shown themselves to be favourably dis-
posed towards the goldfields. The hion.
member for East Perth (Mr. James) is
inconsistent in submitting this motion.
When the House was asked the other
night to affirm the principle of payment
of mnembers, to which three-fourths of

the members are pledged, the hion. mem-
ber refused to support the motion because
it would be three years before there was
a new Parliament by whomt a mneasure
embodying the principle could be placed
on the statute book. Yet in this short
session, when Christmas is near, the
lion. member takes up time: with
his motion, although lie knows three
years will int all likelihood elapse be-
fore thle franchise can be extended to
women. If every man were iii favour of
the principle, it would be time enough to
enfranchise women when women ask for
Parliamentary votes. The hion. member's
enthusiasm may be admitted, but his
judgment is wrong. Women's franchise
has never been dreamt of as A practical
political question in this colony. The
adoption or rejection of the principle hias
not influenced the return of a single
member to this House. The miajority of
the women themselves are not agreed &n
the question. As a matter of expediency
I ask hon. members not to vote for this
motion; but, beyond expediency, there-
is an overwhelming majority of the
people generally who do not think it fit
and proper that womian shiould be dragged
from her high position into the turmoil
and wrangling of political life.

THE PREMIER (Right Hon. Sir J.
Forrest) :I had almost inuoe up mly
mind not to speak on the question, to
which I have addressed myself on two
previous occasions in this Rouse. I
see no reason for changing the views I
have already expressed. I rise to say that
the motion deals with one of those social
questions which do not come within the
scope of any Government measure, and
that therefore my colleagues and myself
will vote as exactly as we each personally
desire. I agree with the lion. member
for East Coolgardie (Mr. Moran) that
this motion has been brought forward
at a -very inopportune time. 1 cannot
Understand what has actuated the hion.
member for East Perth (Mr. James) in
now forcing this matter before the House,
seeing that, even if the motion be carried,
he, according to his own admission, does
not desire women's suffrage to become law
for a, considerable time. This is5 a very
late session, and a great deal of work has
to be accomplished before Parliament
rises. Legislation on the proposal con-
tamned in the motion cannot take place
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before next session, if not the session
after that; and it would have been
better to let the maiter rest until then,
rather than take tip timie which is now so
precious to Parliment. But as the
question has beeni introduced. 1 hope
we shall go to a division to-night.
and have to-mtorrow clear for oilier and
more pressing business. My objections
to the mnotion are the same as have been
expressed by several lion, members.
These ob~jections have even been an-
ticipated by the lion. miember for East
Perth (Mr. Jamies). This legislation
has not been asked for by the women of
the colony. I amn aware there are
organisations iii Perth and -Fremiantle
.Which take a great interest in this
question: bat I du iiot know that the
extension of the franchise to wom-en hag
ever been discussed as a. pressing matter
on the hiustings, or that the wouien of the
colony have expressed a desire for parlia-
mentary votes. No one can deny. or those
who deny' it are very' inconsistent, that
if the franchise were extended to women, it
would be impossible for long to withhold
from them the right to sit in the Legis-
lature. In South Australia, where the
franchise has been extended in the way
now proposed, nearly as many women
vote as men; and it is unreasonable to
suppose that in a very short timie
women will not demnand legislative
representation by one of their own sex.
It is more reasonable for us to think that
women, having been given the franchise
here, will become a political power, and
that they will desire that their own sex
shall take a leading part in the Parlia-
nient of the country. The lion. member
for East Perth is anxious to grive the
women the franchise, knowing full well
that it must follow that women will
demand to take a part iii Parliament. I
do not say that the lion. member desires
that this should follow, but it will follow
as certain as the night follows the day.
I ami opposed altogether to women having
seats in the Legislatureof thle country, and
if I am opposed to that, to be consistent,
I must be opposed to women having votes.
Many hion. members who wiUl vote for
the motion to-night are opposed to women
Ibecomnag members of Parliament, and
becoming mninisters of the Crown, judges,
and filling all other positions.

A HMEftsz: We shall not see it.

T~ix PREMIER: I am very glad of
the interjection. as that is a point I want
to touch upon. Some hion. members only
think of the preset-on aUl occasions in
the House they only think of the present.
They often try to find fault -with me,
and place a disability oli myself and those
associated with me.

Mit. IJEAKE: And they generally
succeed,

THE PREMIER: They generally fall
short of their miark. They aimi at me,
and instead of hitting inc they hit the
country, which they do not want to hit.
lHon. ineibers think only of tmepresent,
while we, who belong to the countr-y and
desire to see it become a great country,
desire to legislate for all time. Everyone
most agree, whatever views they hold on
the question, that if women are equal to
men in their faculties and power of legis-
lation, and if they use the franchise wisely,
they are certainlky not equal to men in
all things. Man is physically stronger
than woman: lie is more able to undergo
privations and difficulties, by reason of
his physia strength, than woman, Man
is fornned by nature to be the bread-
winner and protector of womian. The
greatest obligation we all feel in our lives
is to do what we can to protect and
uphold, woman, because we recognise she
is weaker in physical strength than we
are. We recognise that woman is in-
tended as the comnpaniomn of man, she is
the comfort and solace of our homes. I
should like to know what would be the
feelings of any man who works for his
living if, on returning home after a hard
da'y's work, seeking to provide for his
wife and family, he found his wife had
gone to sonic political meeting. At the
present timle many meetings are being
held on this question by women.

A MEMFBER: The same as the men do.
THE: PREMIER: MAen are differently

placed: they, have to provide for the
bousehold. If we gave women the vote,
the result would be that women woudd
give more attention to politics and
political questions, and less attention to
their social duties and the comforts of
their homnes. I shouild like to be
satisfied in my mind that women desire
the franchise, and then I should have to
satisfy myself that it would be good
for the women 0f this coutry. I cer-
tainly hiave nao hesitation in deciding that
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it would not be to the advantagfe off
women; it would not place them iin a,
better position than they are in now, but
it would tend to a neglect of their duties.
I do not know Who are the prime movers
in this matter, but I know that there are
some ladies in Perth and Preniautle, whomn
we all respect, who take an interest in
this question; but outside these towns,
very little interest is taken in the queCstionl.
I know very well that there are not many
ladies who have been in this country for
a long time, who take a prominent part 1
in this movement. Those who haveI
taken a. deep interest in the movement
are those who have only been here a short
time, and who have no love for the coun-

tr.They have no intention of living in
ilonger than they can help: the 'y are

brsof passage, for the most part. They)
are overflowing with goodwill for the
country, but they do not intend to stay
here longer thai they can possibly help.
Coining back to the principle of female
franchise, I may say the great mother
country has not adopted this franchise. I

AIR. VosI-ER: The House of Commonis
has passed a motion.

THn PREMIER: Mlotions; mar be
passed by smnall Houses. I say tie iother
country has not adopted thie principle.
The only two colonies which have adopted
the principle are South Australia and New
Zealand, and we are not going to take these
countries as patterns for this country.
It may be right, as one lion. member ha~s
said, that the other Australian Preziers
are in favour of womian suffrage; but I airi
not going to take my view of things from
the Australiau Premiers. At present
there are only two colonies in Australia
where the franchise has beengrai 1nted to
women, and it has not had a good trial
there yet, and, although I amn willing to
admit that it imay comne to pass in the
other colonies, I am not prepared to
follow their lead in this matter at present
in Western Australia. I do not think I
need say any miore, Perhaps I have said
more than I ought to have said. I do
not think it desirable for us to embark in
this legislation. It is so seldom mnet
with in any part of the British doininions.
There is no occasion for it. I think it is
foolish, certainly unnecessary, for its- to
try and take a leading part and go ahead
of all other British places in these new-
fangled notions of legislation. It no

doubt suits the mnember for East Perth
(Mir. Janies), who has taken the question
uip as a politician. I have no reason to
dlou bt his earnestness, but he is trying to
introduce advanced legislation into this
Parliament. T am not with hint.
There are better things for us to do than
to introduce legislation of this character
ait this juncture of our affairs. We have
to try and make two ears of corn and two
blades of grass grow where only one
grew before: we hare to subdue the
wilderness and subjugate the forces of
nature. But the mnember for East Perth
is anxious to introduce new-faugled
notions which no one wants, which no
one has asked for, and when he gets theta
on the statute book, they will have no
result. I regret thme lion. mueniber brought
this question forwa-rd. He has no right,
considering our circumstances, to bring
it forward now, It has taken up a lot
of time which the House can ill spare,
especially when he does not himself de-
sire that anyv legislation should take place
in regard to this matter for one, two, or
three years.

Ma. KENNY (North Murchison): ;I
rise in the support of what I consider the
most important motion that has been1
before this House for a long time. I can-
not pretend to rival the speeches, that
have been delivered on the subject this
evening, bit I wish to give one or two
reasons why I take uip the position I do
on this ma~tter. We have only to look
round and see the very great advantages
that have accrued to those countries which
have already adopted woman suffrage.
It has been. adopted in Amterica, and we
miust all admit that in no country in the
world do womien enjoy a greater measure
of liberty than there, and nowhere is sheo
miore thoroughlyv respected. Womtan has
exercised the franchise iii America for
yearYs, and it has had the most elevating
influence upon woman herself, upon the
people as a whole, and uipon the politics of
the country' . Tinning to New Zealand,
we cannot shut our eyes to the fact that
the inifluenee exercised by women in New
Zealand is decidedly noticeable in thme ini-
provemnut of the Legislative Assembly of
late years. The samne may be said of
South Australia. I was through that
colony a few mnonths ago, and discussed
the question with mvany leading politicians
in Adelaide, and I was greatly impressed
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by the many advantages that have ac-
crued to that colony f rom thle fact that the
women have been entrusted withi the fran-
ehise. When we retneniler that we have
hundreds of wvomnen in this coloni' front
both New Zealand and South Australia,
we cannot but feel that we ought to
endeavour to afford themn thle samie
privileges they hlave enjoyed in the
colonies they' have left. Fo'r lily own
part. I cannot understand why it is that
as a rule we men like to treat women as
poor weaklings, creatures not capable of
exercising either thought or action. Just
now one hon. memiber referred to them as
being naturally very weak. I might re-
maind the hon. mnember that it does not
require a very great amount of strength
to place a ballot paper in a, box, and I
have not the slightest doubt that if the
ladies had that right to-miorrow they
would exercise a beneficial inlfluence OIL
the destinies of this colony. A great
deal has been said about what would be
the result if we gave women the samne
rights and liberties as we have ourselves,
Judging from my long experience, we
have yet to learn that women as a rule
are not as trustworthy or as capable of
exercising their rights as men. We are
quite prepared to give themn credit for
bearing, a share in the burdens of life.
We are quite prepared to admit that 'all
that is good and noble aiid loving in
our characters we have derived in a great
measure from our mothers or our sisters.
We are quite prepared to admit, that
women fill highly responsible positions as
preservers of the human race, but at the
same time we positively deny theni the
samne right that we exercise ourselves of
making the laws that govern them. One
of the goldields members referred to the
fact that if this miotion were carried it
would to a certain extent grive the voting
power to thle coastal towns,. I cannot
claim to be an old memiber, as wats the
speaker who said that, but as a goldfields
mieibr myvself I may say that if I never
had anything mome difficult. to explain to
iny conistituents on the North Murchison
than my vote onl this question, I should
have very little to fear from that quarter.
Whether we ame goldfields members or
town members, whether we belong to the
coast or inland. matters nothing. The
question we hlave to consider is whether
giving the suffrage to women is an act of

Ijusticeor no. It is those narrow-mninded,
parochial ideas of everything -looking at
a question only fromt the standpoint of
tile particular constituency we represent-
that has dlone so mnuch to miake ill-feeling
in this House. The more I think over
this question, the iMore I aut inclined to

Icongratulate my friend the nicinber for
East Perth on the motion, and I wish lie
mt-ay succeed with it. If lieis not success-
fill iin carrying this motion to-night, I
hope the time is not far distant when we
shall see it placed oni the statute 1)00k in
the form of aIn Act.

MR. SIMPSON (Geraldtott): I am
happy in having a further opportunity of

7expressing my continued and growing
adhiesion to this principle; and, if I may
take this opportunity, I will congratulate
the Preniier onl having lifted the tone of
this debate from the somnewhat polluted
atmosphere in which the membler for East
Coolgardie had degraded it. The Premier
assumed very much the same attitude as

1last year, but wats not so vehement; and
as so much allusion has been made byv
various members to Biblical incidents, i't
seemns to ile that the Premier has adopted
the attitude of St. Paul on his journey to
Damascus, when hie said hie was ahuost
readv to be persuaded by the wayr. So
far as I know of the Premier's public
career. I believe that if ever hc( gives his
adhesion to the priuci pie of grlanting the
franchise to w'omen . the change will
spring fromt thme purity of mnotive which
has marked his public career, and fromt
the p~atriotismn which animiates his mnotives
for legislation, although with the methods
hie adopts in his legislatiomi I am uinfor-
tumatelv sometimes unable to agree. Still,
I recognisge the principle that animates
his conduct. I am sure it will be ad-
niutted, by any, impartial critic or juror
sitting in con~nection with this debate,
that the wei-ght of argunment is distinctly
with time supporters of this proposal. I
think it will be generally admitted that
there is a difficulty in finding reasons
against the proposal. I have Ito wish
to distort the expressions used by
any hon. inenblr or to take any unfair
attitude. The inemiber for Central Muri-
chison (-Mr. Illingworth), so far as I
could form an idea, of his meaning, started
us away f rout time base of about 2,000 years
ago. The mtember for North Coolgardie
(Mr. G-regory) brought its along bky
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various easy stages, and I must say he
did not seem very happy in his line of
argument. The m~ember for East Perth,
in introducing the mnotion, dlid credit to
his intelligence and reputattion as a man
connected with advanced legislation, and
especially with that advanced legislation
to which our Premier is so invariably
and utterly opposed. I ain satisfied that,
had we been dealing with the question of
a lock-uip for Wyndham, or a steeple on
a church at Dandaup, the Premier would
hiave spoken with mnore happiness than
lie did on this occasion. The Premier
takes the position that this question has
not been before the public. Surely he
is unconsciously endeavouring to mislead
the House. Three years ago we bad a
division in this House, when the auma-
hers were equal, and it rested with the
Chairman to give a casting vote. Is that
not having thle question before the
country ? In the next sesiion of Parlia-
ient there was a majority of one against

the principle. A year ago we ha a
further discussion.

THE PREMIER: I think you are not
quite correct.

Ma. SIMPSON: I amn always carefli
to ascertain the exact grounds of my
statements, before I oppose the learned
doctor's arguments. So when we really
face the music, if I mnay say so, what are
the supporters of this measure trying to
do ? They are trying to secure in our
political life an influence that every
mnember in this House recognises as good.
That position is never impugned. There
is no mam in this House who does not
greatly hionour and grandly respect the
magnificent influence for good of women
in all formis of activity in the world; and
whilst we recognise that principle, why
should we fail to give to it its legitimate
avenues of influence'; The member for
Central Murchison, who is absent (though
that is not mya' faLult), alluded to one
phase of the question raised which was
unfortunate, that wvomen were coining
into competition with men in the avenues
of employment. May I say I welcome
thle opening of avenues. of employment
for women. Timie was when women,
the grown-up daughters of a. household,
had to wait at hiome until some long-
hai red, Ibig- footedl, heavy -lmanded umau cane
along to miarry them, Now we are
opening up avenues where the womenl can

be independent, and a father is not nowv
anx-ious for some sawney to come along
and marry his daughter. Woman is
stepping into that position where she c:an
earn her own livelihood, and be independent
of this wretched patronage of man. I can
claim- no greater advantages than any
other man in this Assembly, in rega&rd to
thle opportunities I have ha~d of observing
the character of woman; but I do say,
from a fairly varied experience, I have
comne to one conclusion, that where I
have sought their advice, I invariably
failed if I did not follow it. I have no
hesitation in saying that, in regard to
the serious things of life, I would err
did I fail to follow the advice given by
the femnale portion of my acquaintance,
when any step I anticipated taking was
concerned ith the welfare of the humian
race. In a country with raw resources
not yet developed, in a country which hias,
not advanced to the high developmlent of
a manufacturing country, there are not
thle opportunities for woman'fs higher
usefulniess which mlay be found in
.such places as England. But have we
not examples of that higher usefulness ?
Need I point to woman's work in the
fever-stricken hospitals on our goldfields?
I am sorry I have not the honour of an
audience of goldfields members, in deal-
ig with a question of this sort. I regret

to see that the charmsa of the smoking-
room are preferred to the atmosphere of
a deliberative Assembly.

MR. VosErn: There are tinmes when
the smoking-room is best, you know.

Ma. SIMPSON: Need I say that I am
perfectly satisfiedF I need not appeal
to themn a second time, to ask whether
they would be prepared to grant the
suffrage to the Cla~ss to which it is sought
to extend it. Need I ask of them a.
second time, are you worthy of having
an opportu~nity of expressing at public
opinion about miatters gravely affecting
thle social and domestic legislation con-
nected with the golddields ' I ain sure
I need naot refer to that. Suppose I
turn to the miember for North Perthi (Mr.
Oldham), who represents a crowded part
of time capital city of the Country, and ask
himn what good are the Sistei-s of the
People doing iii his part Of time City :
(4o to our hospitals on a Sunday after-
nooni, and whomn do YOU see umiistering to
the sick, and time si~iferimig ? Becausie I.
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regret to say that we men, with all our
friendly instincts, often forget that to
some poor old fellow in a hospital it is
like a glimpse of sunishine to have a yarn
with a man whom hie has met in the
world outside. But whom do we find doing
the kindly work of the world? I think
it is the women. Or let us take another
avenue of female employment. In our
offices you will find women employed as
clerks and typewriters; and, speaking to
this Assembly of business men, I ask, can
you not absolutely depend, for exactness,
for ipunctuality in attendance and for
care in their w ork, on those ladies who
,are employed in psitions of this sort ?
I wish to appeal to hon. members, in the
light of the facts which are visible to us
as we walk about the streets, as we speak
to the man at the corner, and as we read
our newspapers. It has been suggested
by an hon. member that the advocacy of
this question of woman's rights brings
prominently before the pul ilic individuals
whose appearance does not suggest to
nmnny people that the extension of tim
suffrage would be conducive to the public
advantage. But I think that, in this
Assembly generally, the subject will be
dealt with on a higher platform than that.
So far as my reading serves me as to the
history of the extension of the franchise
since 1832-the date to which the lion.
member referred- it has been conferred
upon people who were practically inar-
ticulate in the matter of making any
attempt to secure this advantage for
themselves. To illustrate my argument,
if I may do so without wearying the
House, who was it granted freedom to
the slaves in America"? Did the fight
for freedom arise amongst the slaves
themselves ? History proves beyond
question that it did not. It camie from
that great mass of ennncipists who have
added lustre to the English name-people
of a higher caste, who realised the im-
mense injustice done to the subject race.
The Premier has suggested that the
women have not asked for this. I think
the right hion. gentleman has simply' used
that arguinent in practically the same
way as lie would use a heritage that caine
to him under conditions. We find from
Hansard that he used the same argument
last year, and he has to use it under the
conditions imposed by the Legislature last
rear. The hon. member for Central

Mtirchison made what to my mind were
some exceedingly ruash statements in
Connection with the matter, speaking
of it in the light of an economnist.
If I might Compare small things with
great, I would suggest to lion. mem-
bers the consideration of the utterances of
John Stuart Mill, whose name, I suppose,
outside Australia carries equal weight on
matters economic with that of the member
for Central Murchison within the boun-
daries of Western Australia. That great
man said-[THE PREMIER: Which ?]-
John Stuart Mill said:

The principle that regulates existing social
relations between the two sexes, the legal
subordination of one sex to another, is wrong
in itself, and is one of the chief hindrances to
human intprovemient; and it ought to be
replaced by a principle of perfect equality.
admitting of no power or progress on the one
side or disability on the ether.
I approach this question with no higher
inteBlligence than that of other members of
the House ; but I do think that it has

Itoo of ten been the habit for many years
past to regar-d the matter a one to joke
about. We wvho think seriously and
earnestly- on the question ask the House
to pass the motion and subsequently
embody its principle in a legislative
measure, iii order that better laws may be
made and a, purer Parliament and a
purer public life prevail. I cannot think
there is a solid opposition on the Govern-
ment benches to this motion.

MR. A. FORREST: We are pretty well
solid.

MR. SIMPFSON: Having received that
assurance from the Government whip,
I hope it will go forth to the country that
there is another essential reform to which
the Ministry are opposed. Up to the
present, the Ministry have never been
connected with any particular reform ;
and their latest effort in legislation last
night, aided by their majority, was to
identify Western Anstralia with nigger
labour. To-night they have another
opportunity of blocking legislation which
is admitted throughout Australia to-day
to be distinctl y in the interests of the
human race- I challenge contradiction
when I say that at the Federal Convention
an] the Preniiers of Australia, with the
eCeoption of the Premier of Western
Australia, were distinctly in favour of
the principle of female suffrage. I do

inot say that fact should absolutely control
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the opinions of members of this House,
but I suggest it as carr 'ying some weight.
Mr. George Reid, Premier of Newv South
Wales and the representative of over a
million of people, declared at the Con-
vention that lie was prepared to give his
adhesion to the principle. Sir George
Turner, whbo is a representative Austra-
lian statesman, stated that he was pre-
pared to support the principle, and the
Premier of South Australia is in favour
of it. This great question has got beyond
the stage of silly banter or coarse remark;
not that coarse remarks fall from many,
or perhaps more than one member on the
Government sideof the House. I commend
a remark which fell from Charles Kingsley,
whom we all respect and whom no one is
likely to accuse of sickly sentimentality,
but whose characteristics are regarded as
of the "physical Christianity" cr~owd. He
said:

One principal Cause of the failure of so
man miient shee-ocil poiial,religions-which have followed each otheraeafter agethas bee this, jtht in almost everyease they hat inred the rihs and powers

of one half the human race, namely, women. f
believe that politics will not go right, that
society will not go right, that nothing human
will ever go tight, except in so far as woman
goes right; and to make womnan go right, she
must be put in her place, and she must have
her rights.

I have not placed merely my own con-
victions before the House on this question.
I have sought for arguments against it as
well as for it. I have also had somie
experience recently of the working of
female suffrage. Less than twelve months
ag~o I was in New Zealand, and had an
opportunity of discussing the question
with a distinguished lady there, the wife
of a man we all respect as one of the
ablest democrts-Sir Robert Stout-
and I was assured by Lady Stout, as also
by several other people connected with
the movement, and by members of both
Houses of Parliament, that they were
perfectly satisfied with the results of
female suffrage in that colony, and that
so soon as the women electors realised
their power it would become an unalloyed
good to the community.

THE PREMIER: They will get into
Parliament.

MR. SIMPSON: I don't know about
that, but here, where they have had the
right to exercise the municipal franchise

for 36 years. they have very seldom
sought to get elected to the councils. On
a recent occasion, of which we are all
proud, when the right hon. gentleman
opposite lbrought additional lustre and
gloi-y to Western Australia, and when hie
bent in lowly submission before that
great lady who adorns the English throne,
and received from her that well-merited
and deserved honour, perhaps in his inmost
heart he realised the majestic influence
of woman in political matters in the
British Empire.

MR. DOHERTY (North Fremantle):
It is ve-y pleasant to listen to the member
for Geraldton, but when he tries to urge
the Premier to carry out his high-souled
ideas, he places a burden on him
which the right hion. gentleman will
be unable to bear. Since I have
been in the House I have always
heard him speak with great care
about the rights surrounding the
constitution and the social progress that
this country ought to make, if the Gov-
emnient would only allow it. I shall be
pleased to see the hon. member introduce
some of those measures, perhaps not in
words bitt in deeds, to show us that he is
in earnest. I also syipathise with the
position of the members for the Swan
(Mr. Ewving) and North-East Coolgardie
(Mr.. Vosper). I know it would be
treachery on their larit to go back on
womian's suffrage, as a recent event in
their lives would make it very unpleasant
for them if they did.

MR. VosPER :Quite the contrary, I
assure you.

MR. DOHERTY: Then the hon.
member is putting himself away. I
never in my life heard gentlemen exhibit
so much knowledge of the ladies as I
have heard to-night. I have not had
time to study them myself, but some
bon. members seem to have a wonderful
knowledge of the ladies. The more I see
of the ladies the less I know of them. No
doubt all of us admit that the influence
of the ladies is good in the proper quar-
ter, but when they go on to the platform
and become political agitators, their
sphere for good in regard to social mat-
ters ends. The hon. member for the
Murray (Mir. George) spoke of the ladies
of the association in a disrespectful
way.

IAI. GEORGE: I am sure I did not.
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MR. DOHERTY: Well, I know what
he said was not flattering to them. The
ladies of the association must have a
wonderful attraction about them, because
I see that the lion. member for West
Perth, who was an opponent of this move-
ment, has simply gone over to their
ranks.

Mu. WOOD: I always advocated
womanhood suffrage.

Amn. DOHERTY: The hon. member
for Albany (Mr. Leake) four years ago
spoke strongly against the ladies and
womanhood suffrage. I do not think it
is the salubrnous air of Albanyv which has
wrought the change in the lion, met-
bem-.

MR. SimpsoN : He has grown. older
and wiser.

MIR. DOHERTY: Well, the older the
lion, member for Gieraldton gets, the less
wvise he becomes. I know the work which
the ladies trv to do is most admirable. I
came somewatt tinder the influence of the
ladies of the association and was almost
going over to their side, but good sense
and a little thought kept me on the side I
'am nOW.

MR. JAMES (in reply): I do not pro-
pose to detain the House, as it is sonme-
wvhat late. I thank lion. members for dis-
cussing the motion so fully as they have
done. All soirts of things have been said
in the speeches made, and I would have
liked to have referred tf) them; but as it is
somewhat late, I am not disposed to
lengthen the dlebate or to tire the patience
of lion, members. I regret we have not a
full House, or I am sure we, in favour of
the motion, would have made a better
show in the division.

MR. A. FORREST: They have all
paired.

MR. JAMES: The lion. member for
Coolgardie (Mr. Morgans), who is absent,
wished ine to say he is thoroughly in
accord with the motion. The right lion.
the Premier suggests the difference that
exists between us is that the woman
should be the comfort and solace of the
home. That is exactly what I do not
think. I look on my easy chair as one of
the comforts and a solace of toy home.
That is a part of the furniture of the
house, and my wife is not. The duty
rests upon me just as mutch as it does
upon my wife to make the home the com-
fort and solace of both of us. If I may

say it with respect, there are those who
think the obligation rests upon one mn a
contract, and upon one only. As to
women being a comfort and a solace, I do
not look upon my wife as part of the
furniture of the house. The Premier has
told us that it is a mistake for uts to go
ahead of other countries, and that we
ought not to have new notions in respect
to social legislation, because, he says,
there are better things than these. This
shows the diference between the Premier
and myself. He believes a country can
be built uip on mioney alone, whereas I
think differently. If men cannot Live by
bread alone, neither can a nation live on
public works alone. However essential
it miay be to have a borrowing policy, it
is not. jnst to have a law on our statute
boo0k which disqualifies one-ball the
comtmunity' fromt taking part in public
affairs, I believe, not in a public
works policyv, butt in -a policy which
endeavours to secutre justice to thle in-
divid on1 There, again, is an. instance in
which I disagree with the Premier, and
I am glad I do disagree on that point.
If we give this concession to women, we
shall be doing justice. When public
works are introduced into this House, we
do not hear then about demands right
and left, Ibit the Premier says the wvork
is needed, and that it is right the
work should be dlone, Yet when we
approach questions of infinitely more im-
portance than those i-elating to X s. d.,
'jtwstions which tend to secure justice to
all classes of people in this country, we
are then asked to depart from the position
as to whether the thing is right, and to
give our attention to questions of mere
monetary concern. I regret indeed that

aposition so narrow as that should be
taken up, and I do hope that hion. mem-
bers will not take that position when
dealing with this question. T ask, has any

Iargument been adduced to-night to justify
the refusal of the extension of the fran-
chise to woman ? One argument is that
this demand is a mere sentiment; but I
appeal to members of this House to say,
is it right that women, who constitute
practically one-half the community and
certainly possess one-half the intelligence
of the community, are to be excluded
from the franchise on the ground that
they are not as fit as men to vote in the
election of representatives to Parlia-
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inent? I appeal to hon. members
to give unanimous support to this
motion.

Question put, and division taken with
the following result:-

Ayes .... 1
Noes .. ... ... 17

Majority
AYES.

Mr. Ewing
Mr. High.n
Mr. Same.
Mr. Beny
Mr. Laks
Mr. Oldhami
Mr. Simpson
Mr. Solomon
Mr. Throssell
Mr. Wood
Mr. Y ...er (Tell.,).

against ... 6
Noes.

Mr. Doherty
Sir John Forrest
Mr. A. Forrest
Mr. George,
Mr. Bell1
Mr. Holmes
Mr. Hobble
Mr. Lefroy
Mr. Locke
Mr. Monger,
Mr. Morn:
Mr. Pennefather
Mr' Phillips
Mr. Piesse
MY. Quinlan

Mr. Wilson (Teller).

Motion thtus negatived.

UNDERGROUND SURVEYORS BILL.
Received from the Legislative Council,

and read at first time.

MOTION-MINING ON PRIVATE
PROPERTY.

MR. QUINLAN (Toodyvay), according
to notice, moved:

That in the opinion of this House it is
desirable, in the best interests of this colony,
the Government should, as early this session
as possible, introduce the necessary legislation
for mining on private property.
He said that, although lie had conic
prepared to support the motion with
arguments which he did not think could
be refuted, lie would content himself
with submitting the lproposal without
further comment.

Put and passed.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at,

until the next day.
11 35 P.M.

X±gxslatrbe Council,
Tho~rsday, 2nd Decembher, 18.97.

question: Consolidation of the Statutes-Bankruptcy
Act Amendment Bill: third reading-Mines Ero.
lotion Act Amndment Bill: in committee-Sn lyb
Bill, £050,0W0 first reading: Standing Orders "

uon I second and third readis-imported
1=.our Registry Bill - third reading-Employment
Brokers Bill: in committee-High School Act
Amendment Bill, Second readi; in committee-
Auctioneers Act Amendment Bill, :Second reading;
in conunittee-Stea Boilers Bill: in commnittee;
division-Papeir poresentod-Adiurnext.

THE PRESIDENT took the Chair at

4-30 o'clock pim.

PRAYERS.

QUESTION-CONSOLIDATION OF THE
STATUTES.

HoN. Rl. S. HAYNES asked the
Minister of Mines : -( i) Whether, in
view of the unsatisfactory state of the
statute law of the colony, owing to
numerous amendments, it is the intention
of the Government to have the statutes
conisolidatedP (2) If so, when?

THE MINISTER OF MINES (Hon.
E. H. Wittenooiu) replied : The matter
is now under consideration.

HoN. R. S. HAYNES asked when the
information asked for was likely to be
given.

THE MINISTER OF MINES said
the matter was now engaging the atten-
tion of the Crown Law Officers, as to
whether they would have time during the
present session to do the work.

HON. R. S. HAYNES: Out Of session
would be a better opportunity.

THE MINISTER OF MINES said he
would be glad to let the hon. niember
know, as soon as the Crown Law Officers
arrived at a decision.

BANKRUPTCY ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Read a third time, on the motion of HoN,

A. B. KIDSON, and transmitted to the
Legislative Assembly.

MINES REGULATION ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

IN CJOMMITTEE.

Consideration in committee resumed.
Postponed Clause 8-Plans and copies

not to be copied or inspected without
Minister's permssion:


